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UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. improvement in the living standPatients Admitted
4
(UPI) — President Eisenhower ards of the people in these Arab
Patients Dismiped
0
today urged speedy creation of nations.
New Citizens
0
a standby United Nations mili"Steps to avoid a new arms
Patients admitted,. from Friday tary force and a do-it-yourself race spiral in the area."
900 a.m. to Monday 10:00 a.m. economic program for the. Arab
The President'said carrying_out
Lettleta Jean - Lawrente, itates
peaCe—R-an of his peace plan could Mean
Ht. 1; Mrs. Billy H. Terrell, for the Midle East,
"In a few short years" that the
College Station; Witham 1ee-Edepricis-zraiiId
-adds
-sea-r-d-1, 1311- S. 81h, Mrs. WW opening session
great
of a United mark "the beginning of
Lewis, Rt. 4; Glenn Luffman, Rt. Nations
General Assembly called new era of Arab history."
1, Model, Tenn.; George Edward into emergency
Referring to Russia's "ballistic"
meeting to conElkins, Rt. 5. Benton; Mrs. Shelby sider
the Middle East crisis. It blackmail," the President dePotts and baby boY, Rt. 2. Kirk- was his first appearance
before manded:
sey; Wm. Wallace Harvey, 200 the U.N.
"Sheuld it not be seriou interbody since he made
S 8th; Ida B. Blanton, 44 N. his dramatic "atoms
for peace" national misconduct to manufac2nd; Mrs. Claude Vaughn, 905 proposal
ture a general war scare in an
in 1953.
Pogue; Mac Jennings. Rt. 2, Leeffort to achieve local political
He
Soviet
and
Minister
Foreign
Center; Mrs. Dewey Lampkins,
aims?"
Jr., 1306 Olive;'Mrs. Hubert Pit- Andrei Gromyko were the only
Pressures Create Dangers
speakers
listed
today's
at
meeting
man and baby boy, Concord;
Such pressures will never be
members.
the
of
U.N.
81
Charles Byers, Rt. 2; Mrs. Willie
used successfully against the
The President denounced efraughn, Rt. 5; Charles T. CelloUnited States, he said. But he
way,...111. 1, Buchanan; Avis Gallon forts of Soviet Premier Nikita sled he had asked
to address the
way, Almo; Sammie Kaye Bea- S. Khrushchev "to ereate a- war General Assembly for
the second
man, Rt. 4; Eugene Thomason. hysteria" in the Middle East time be
such pressures
Rt. 4, Cunningham. Tenn.; Mrs. crisis.
created "dangers which affect
Without mentioning KhrushTommy Ralls and baby boy, Rt.
General business districts inevery one of us."
Dr. R. S. Junes, former Misclude the above and other retail
2, Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Alton chev by name. Eisenhower said
unary t
Brazil will be the
businesses and offices. Also places
Anderson and baby boy, Rt. 5, the Russian leader's efforts "to
fleet minister at Sternorial BapBenton; Mrs. Walter Hutchens, exploit man's horror of war"
of amusement a nd assembly,
tist Chunth this Sunday, August
L413 W. Main; Mrs. Lennis Ward, could be called "ballistic blackhotels, motels, public garages and
17, for both services.
service stations. Prohibited are
214 Woodlawn, Mrs. Joe Ross and mail."
Dr. Jones served ten years in
The President said it was "imbaby boy, 307 Main. Benton;
uses which the Board of Zoning
Word has been received of the
Brazil under appointment of the Adjustment
Mrs. James M. Coleman, Rt. 2; portant" that his six-point plan
considers "detrimenMURRAYA
other
and
fishermen
NS
Kentucies
death
at
Lase
of
may soon
Jarnes Richard JehnForeign ?dission Board cif the tal to the
Jimmy Ronald Cann, 308 Second be viewed as a whole. He listed
development of the
have the thrill if landing Ocean Stripe BASS like the ones asun, age 34, of Mooniville, NC,
Southern
B aflikS't
Convention. district as a retail
Ave., S. E Calvert City; Mrs. it:
shopping area." and
bove,
which
were
caught
the
by
Wilsons
on a recent trip to
forrnedy
There ire was Dean of the
Murray and
"United Nations concern for
Robert M. Canady, New Concord-,
The central business district Ciallreasry
Moultrie,
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South
Carolina.
A study is now underway,
Ontiethe. _Pee has beet)
American
Baptiet
Lebanon.
College
Herman Kelly Ellis, Rt 4.
at makes the same provisions
these
for
if
see
satisfactori
can
fish
ly adjust to the waters of Kenerngilt?yed as a detective aith
Recife and of the Sandal Semi- retail
"United Nations measures to
Patients d ism 'seed from Friday
businesses and offices but the
tucky Lake.
•
.policee force in M
nary of Meth Brazil,
9:00 sae. so Monday 10:00 aese preserve peace in Jordan.
dues ROt require parking
WASHINGTON (UPI) e- Auge
Doi several years. He died this
•When ill hearth prevented his
"An
end
to
fomenting
the
from
Mrs. Gerald Holalnd, Rt. 1;
Light industrial area include Morning at his
ustus Owen Stanley, 91. a former
Mr. arid Mrs. August Wilson Mrs. Hubert Pittman. Concord; without of civil strife.
home at 5:00.
return to Brazil, the Foreign
wholesale, storage, warehouses,
end their son, Dr. Jay Wilson Mrs. Beverly Wyatt and baby
He is survived by his wife,
''A regional economic develop- Kentucky governor and U.S. senMission Board sent him to Dalbakeries, bottling works, lumber Mrs. Margaret
arid family of Jettersontown, boy, 1205 Maine Mrs. Lee Angel ment plan to assist and accelerate ator and representative, whose
Johnson, Moorslas as representative of t h
yards, clothing manufacturers, vitae;
oratory and colorful political caKy., have jerse returned from a and baby girl, Put-year. Tenn.;
two
children; one eater,
board in the great Suirehweet. dairy,
reer made him a legend during
laundry and dry cleaning, Mrs.
Florida
vacartaon.
On
their
reDoris Futrell, Granite City,
Elite Adams, 508 S. 11th, Mrs.
Ten years later he }seined the used
his lifetime, died here Tuesday
car lots and other non- 111.;
turn trip they stopecci by Lake Lowell Key, let. 4, George Elkins,
five brushers, Truman JohnMiff of the Relief and 'Annuity objectionab
night.
le industries. Uses son,
Moultrie, South
Carolina
aft Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Oda Black,
Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Board. the minister's retirement which might produ
Stanley, who had been ill
cc noise, Freeman
Ccoper-Santee Darn, and caught Benton, Herman Guthrie, Hazel;
Johneon, Murray, Clyde
board for. Southern Baptises. He smoke, or other
for several months, died at midnuisances must S.
a fine Wring of ocean strip bass. Mrs. Nell Stimpson, Calvert City;
Johnson, Murray, Rt. 2, Jesse
recently retired from his posi- have special approval
WASHING
TON
(UPI)
—
A night at his Washington home.
of the Johnsion,
John Harold Owen, Rt. 1, Pur- small fry roBer-skating p a r t y
Evansville, Ind., and
tion as Investment Direictor with Board.
Funeral services for Stanley
This particular kind of stripe year. Tenn.;
Welburri
Chester
Lovett,
Rt.
Johnson,
Ins beard and relearned to his
found
Saliebury,
out
the
fastest
way to will be held Saturday in FrankN.
Heavy industrial areas would
The body of Robert Freden- is kin to the stripes familiar to 1, Hardin; Will D. Edwards (Ex- gu through the smooth-surfaced
C.
t&tive Calloway County.
be opened for other industrial
fort, Ky. He will be buried in
Kentucky Lake fashermen, how- pired) 408 S. 8th;
Miss Kaye
Mr. Juhrson is a graduete of hagen, 18, of Downers Grove,
The preaching of this well uses except the city would have
ever, they grow upward to fifty Beaman, Rt. 4; Mrs. Fred Wilk- tunnel between the U.S. Capitol the Frankfort Cemetery near the
111.,
was
found
yesterday
Murray
afterHigh
and buildings where congressmen resting place of one of his most
School. Funeral
known) mirtister comes at a control over smoke, obnoxious
pounds.
erson and baby boy,.. Rt. 1; Eu- have their offices isn't by walk- famous
strategic lime. Not only is the noise, dust or objectionable con- ars'ansget-nerata are incomplete at noon at 2:45 about 300 yards
political opponents, EdMr.
gene
-...n,
Wit
Thomason.
a
well
known
from
Rt.
CunningI,
the
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neeith
ties time.
ing.
Church in a greet building pro- ditions.
win P. Morrow.
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fisherman,
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However, a conscientious page
leading_
-geserebtat is she crqpitged in -the
Stanley was the son of s
ene twelve-pound Ocean Stripe 510 N. 7th; Mrs': Dewey Lamp- boy Tuesday halted the rollerWhen the ordinance is acjed,
Dose Dock.
minister of the Disciples of Christ
Forward
Program
of Church
kins,
1306
Olive;
which
Mrs.
it will not affect land orildwar,
Ted
Dar32
inches
long.
The
The body was recovered by
This
first U.S. retrospective
skaters in mid-passage.
Church, William Stanley, who
Finance. "Writs
a
missionary ings "existing
at the time of en- exhibition of works of Pablo Sherif( Cohen Stubblefield, patiticular fish is on the extreme nell and baby girl, Rt. 1, Almo;
"Do you know where you had served with Gen. John Hunt
heart that embraces the world
Mrs. Ida Blanton, 44 N. 2nd; are?" the teenage page boy
actment." All future- buildings Picasso was held at the 'Wads- Charles Bklook and Gardner :eft in the above photograph.
Morgan's Confederate cavalry
and with experience in investand land use in the city must worth- A.tieneurn in
shouted indignantly at the three during the Civil War.
He a.lso . landed two seven- Wilburn Cavitt, Rt. 2.
Hartford, Curd at about the same spot
ing millions of dollars fur South(Continued on Seek Page)
roller-skating boys — aged 12. 11
where a life jacket was found oiureters and one which weighed
Conn., in 1934.
Stanley was born at Shelbyan Bei/tests in the cause of
and 8.
Boating on the water.
in at sax and three quarters
ville. After attending the UniverMeet, Dr. Jones is exception''Sure." the 8-year old said. sity of Kentucky he was graduat.Fredenhagen and his parents pounds.
alty qualified to speak to us in
"Congress."
were , etaying in a cabin at the
ed from Centre College in 1889
Mr. Wilson said that many of
this hour," the pastor, Bro.
"Well, stop that!" the page
Kline Bose Dock witere they the Ocean Stripes are caught
He taught school for four years,
Thacker, stated. The public .s
Revival service wil
gin Sun- boy demanded, getting red.
were vacationing.
serving as principal at the old
which weigh in the area of 311
invited to attend hoth the mornp.m. at the
"Okay," the 12-year old prom- Mackville Academy, before beYoung Fredershagen took a pounds and some have been day. August 17 at 7'
tog and evening servicys.
Temple Hill Met
tat Church.
ised. "But the roller skating here ginning law practice at Flemsmall boat out on the lake, and landed
volute'
weighed
fifty
Orville Eas
is the visiting is pretty keen: .
.
•
ingsbu rg
reportedly pulled a1103ii „plug pounds. •
evangelist. Tee pastor, Ralph
"I come here all the time,"
Stanley began his political cain. the rear of the boat so that
Many people in town saw the Rogers, ex
de
a
cofaial
invitathe
8-year
confided
By DARRELL GARWOOD
old
as
they
reer as a Democratic stalwart
submarine is continuing her und- the wager. that the small craft ice cheat full of Ocean Stripes
tion to a
walked
away
sadly.
United Press International
at Henderson and was elected
er-ice explorations," the Navy had taloen on woeskl be siphoned which Mr. Wikson exhibited on
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The said.
te the US. House of Representaout. After he were out on the' several stops around the square.
4 T1he Murray Fire Department USS Skate,
second American nutives in 1902. He was defeated
The Navy is known to be main betty of the lake and out
Of special interest to fisherreceived a call shortly after 12 clear submarine
to sail under anxious to chart of the
in a three-way Democratic prifloor of of sight of the dock, it is be- men in Calloway County is the
noon tedlay from 810 Wee Mein. the North Pole,
today cruised the Arctic Ocean. Such
mary for the Senate in 1914.
a map lieved fhialt he was thrown from face that a study is now underbt was reported that a fire beneath the polar ice
In 1915 Stanley won election
cap to would eneble submarines to
plot the boat. The boat -•ttreally ran way on Kentucky Lake to
caused by grease on the eye of continue its historic exploration
as governor, defeating the Res. their position with greater exact- aground against a
if the waiter of tees lake
bank
a
n
d
a stove wait burn there. When
i
1
The Defense Department an- ness than
publican nominee Morrow in a
surface ships using sheared a pin.
be condlucive to the hea1th1ul
firemen reported there • Within a nounced Tuesday night the Skate
campaign that is still remembered
compass and less precise forms
The boy* father quickly fol- growth of the Ocean SIrASe Bass.
few minutes, the fire had been crossed the North Pole at 9:47
by political old-timers for its
of navigation.
lowed in aneither boat, but could
When the Cooper
tee Dam
ertingteished, according to Fire p.m. e.d.t., Mondax while ex" By .LARRY COLLINS
• The 2nd Battalion was t h e oratory.
Knowledge of this Arctic short- find only the floating life jacket. wee conetrooted
e
of the
Chdef Robertson. Ne damage to ploring undersea routes beneath cut
United Press International
feet to mime ashore here in
Stanley won election to tce
would enable transfer of
Volunteers from this area Ocean Stripes w e impounded
BEIRUT. Leba n• n (UPI) —A response to the urgent appeal Senate in 1910. When he went
the house or property was re- the polar cap.
submarine fleets from Pacific to searched approximately
along
with
the Aake witer;. As batelion of 1,700 US. Marines of Chen-nun for assistance
6 house
d/breed.
It was the second historic Atlantic far
in to the Senate' he had already
faster than now before the body was
water
ANS, turned began puihng out of Lebanon eemairslaining the independen
found. the
subpolar crossing for U.S. atonf",possible.
ce served 12 years in the House
With the fleet of U.S. When his body was
found, he from salt in fresh water, Inc tocke—the United States' answ- and integrity" of
subs in eight days. The USS missile-firing
trom the •old 2nd Congressional
Lebanon.
subs steadily ex- was Still cautelhing
the plug from Stripes ne the change sartis- er to Reesman charges the AmeriNautilus passed from the Pacific pandingeeittle
The peetial—but significant— District.
• new passageway the boat.
factenfir to the fry* wafer.
to the Atlantic by way of the would enable
While serving in the House,
can troop); were here for "ag- withdrawal was announced TuesAmerican undersea
It Will be from Lake Moultrie gr e9Sion."
Pole last week following a hith- forces to strike
day by Adm. James (Lord Jim) Stanley had spearheaded an 18swiftly a rid
that' the Ocean Stripes will be
erto unknown "deep sea valley" secretly at
The Marines began their move leelsaway, cornmarther of Aznzr- month - long tiongressional invesdistant targets.
taken to stock Kentucky Lake by pulling their heavy equip- ican forces
proclaimed by the White House
tigation into activities of the
Sy UNITED PFt#611
Can't Be Detected
in Lebanon.
if biologists determine thed con- ment up to the beaches where
as a new route from the Atlantic
Russia. as far as is known, has
He said the evacuation wds US. Steel Corp. The probe reitions in Kentucky Lake are they landed July 15 at the in- carried
to the Pacific.
no atomic submarines.
out • in agreement with sulted in a petition by the U.A.
'By United Preis International
Sen,--Prescott Bush (R-Conn.)
atisfactory.
vitation of' President Camille Clharnoun and President - elect Attorney General asking dissoluThere was speculation, but no
Southwest Kentucky — Partly told the Senate the voyage of
A grant has been given Mur- Ohamoun who (eh his govern- Maj.
official information, that a third
Gem. Fuad Chebab that tion of the steel trust.
eaudy. warm and humid through the Skate, coming terickly aftet
• ray State College to make the ment was threatened by outside
A foe of prohibition, Stanley
US. atWic sub — the Sea Vaiir
there
has been Material imThe Hazel officers of Future Study on Kentucky
Thursday with widely scattered the Nautilus cruise, demonstrated
Lake.
—is in the Arctic area. It has
forces.
pre-erne?* in the interr.al and lost a bid for re-election to
Homemakers of America met
thundershowers Thursday. High the "one-twii punch" of the been
The return of Mr. Wilson with
gone from Its home base August
Marines on the beach estimat- external security situation" in the Senate in 1924. President
11 at the home of their the big Stripes
today in the low 901. Low tonight Navy. He read the Senate the at
Herbert Hoover named Stanley
has Stimulated ed it would take two or three Lebanon.
New London, Conn., as long adviser.
Miss Nancy Thompson.
around 70.
United Press International dis- as the Skate.
to the International Joint Comlocal intermit in the project with days before all 1,700 men and
A Stifte Department spokesFight officers were present to many
pausti disclosing the Skate's aemission in 1930. He became its
fishermen having Visions their equipment were placed man in
The United States is building
Washington said he knew chairman
learn their duties for the coming
FIVE DAY FORECAST
comfeishment.
in 1933, a post he held
11, pulling twenty a n d thirty aboard lie wailing *lips of the of
a number of nuclear - powered
no
plans
for
any
year.
They
immediate
also
discussed
Kentucky — Temperatures for
the peunders out of the
Staying Under lee
until 1953.
submarines to be armed with
waters of US. Sixth Fleet.
withdrawal
of
program
addit
local
of
troops
work
and
the five-day period. Thursday
money
The Skate sailed from its home 1,500-mile Polaris
Stanley fought his removal
Kentucky Lake.
ballistic mis- making activities.
The withdrawal leaves ap- from Lebanon. He laid down
through Monday, will average base of New London, Conn., siles
from the/ commission, contended
'which could operate in
ma
tees'
peo
airborn
x
9,000
e
the
fulltrwing
Those
present
comfit
ions
were
under
Neta
Patnear the Kentucky normal of July 30. carrying a crew of Arctic waters.
he was appointed by a ReInse, and 3,000 Merines in which such withdrawals
ton, president; Suzanne Curd,
11} degrees. Little day - to
would publican president and should be
10 officers, 87 enlisted men and
There presently is no operaLobin•m.
TO
first
DONATE
be
vice
carried
RIDING
out:
president;
FEES
Dor t hy
Mange in temperature. Precipita- nine civilian technicians. It is tional' device
allowed to continue to serve as
known which is Henry, second vice
The men and officers of the
—"Whenever requested by the chairman.
president;
tion will averageg three=fourths skippered by Cmdr. James F. capable of
detecting from above Joan • Sykes,
2nd
Battalion
2nd
the
of
U.S.
NEW
Lebanese
YORK
secretary; Dianne
(UPI) —Directors
government."
to one and one-half inches oe- Calvert of Cleveland, Ohio.
Stanley is survived by his wife,
a submarine lurking beneath the
Ferguson, treasurer; Linda Coop- of the Jockeys Guild have de- Marine Division began moving
—"Whenever the United Na- the -former Sue Soaper, Hendercerring as scattered showers most
The Navy said the Skate sur- 10 to 14 foot thick
shield
of
er.
reporter;
signated
(trey
out
Jimmie
hours
few
a
Aug. 21 as "Guild Day"
before tie tions' has taken adequate meas- son, two sons, 0. A. Stanley
Knight, hisfrequent in the eastern half of faced in an "ice lead" about 40 polar ice.
Jr.
Even the submarines torian and Carolyn
Hughes, song for jockeys arount the tracks U.N. General Assembly opened ures, to aciaieve the goals for and . William S. Stanley;
the state extending throguout the miles from .the Pole and'reported must surface
five
to establish radio leader.
to contribute riding fees to the its crucial debate on the Middle which the US. forces were re- grandchildr
period.
its polar crossing by radio. "The contact.
en' and three greatLinda Cooper, Reporter guild's welfare fund.
East in New York.
quetsted."
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The Murray Planning Cernmis- The ordinance
requires that a
sion invites citizens of Murray building
permit be granted before
to attend a public hearing on the any
future building can be built
proposed Zoning Ordinance, within the city
limits. The permit
MIAMI (UP71
—
Tropical
Thursday at 7 p.m., in the Court is issued
by the building in- eoren Becky. gaining momentum
House.
spector.
ri its westward march over the
Hiram Tucker, Chairman of the
The ordinance is designed to Atlantic,
swirled toward Puerto
commission, stated that errors "lessen congestion
in streets, to Fec
.
eeend the Virgin Islands toMade in the preparation of the secure safety_
from Lire...
4v--veinds.--op-M--111---in
ZenIng !dap have been corrected- and other
dangers. to provide per' h.iur.
and that the map would be adequate light
and air, to prevent
Gale warnings were ordered
available for inspection at the over-crowding of
land, to avoid up in
the leeward islands fur
hearing.
undue concentration of popula"winds up to 50 miles per hour
The Planning Commission has tion, to facilitate
the adequate
sq squill)
completed several mon:hs of provision of
, beginning after 5 a
transportation, water,
m. Weather men said the store.
study on the zoning ordinance tor st werage.
schools, parks and
the city. The ordinance was pre- other public
may reach full hurricane force
requirements."
pared With state assistance and
According to the law, the city as it moves into warmer waters
will be presented to the city would be
divided into the fol- tcclay.
muncil for adoption following the lowing districts:
The San Juan weather bureau
Low density rese
riblic hearing.
• -- idence; medium density resident** ii -Puerte Telco sithelte Tuesday
When in effect, the zoning neighborhood business,
"if the s.brm continues its prosr
ordtnancee wit eneecre - The 1city
carecnun and !CO rid rnritieln,
_lawlyibeeer
into seven zoning districts. It will iedustrial and
heavy industrial. it is expected to pees about 100
be administered by a building Permitted in
residential area to 125 miles north of Puerto
Inspector and the Board of Zon- would be single
and multiple Rico and the Virgin Islenalsing Adjustment which will hear family dwellings
and "customary during the forepoon."
appeals and grant variances from general horticultural
A late weather
uses."
gory said
-the ordinance in special cases.
Neighbortxxxl business districts highest wine1ewEe estimated at
may contain grocery, drug and 55 intlee„per hour in the heavier
hardware stores, meat or fruit
and the storm 'was movmarkets, barber and beauty shop, ing west to weet-northewestand other small retail sere-ties ward at an accelerated
speed of
for neighboring residents.- Other 20 miles per hour.
It was exoffices and businesses require pected to c.mtinue
moving in
permission porn the Board of :he same general
direction for
Zoning Adjustment. Signs are re- the next
12 hours with a "slight
stricted to the business premises 'increase
in size and irstemity."
and off-street parking is requirere Sunday ed.
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, RtNTUCKY
Nuclear Warhead...

Lochie LandoIt, Editor

Phone 1685

(Continued from Front Page)
joined the nanks of the "dress' el- shows with .this statement.
-Please accept my. personal
. :issuance that at . was at no
•
the I-Wearied:set the El
IR:sdha Vegas to offend public
Ides:et:sty or initial startdarde with
our :thew.. axresenitations.
s It is orbe h steel the/. El Ranibis's act s n :it \;;.•adra w ing such
feithres O. in
,h iw will be
flellawed by
in Las Vetas"
By ,sh
refereed
to :he Dor
el and t h e
newly op.:. d s•..,:•du--e. where
bace-bas, m,si sli ws einsintied
tai pack 'ern in.
A pastefil letter written by
the
Rklman Catholic Church
leader - was read Sunday- at all
Manes in the Nevada cEocese.
Catholics 'were remlnded they
were "strictly ferbideren by 'divine law" to have any part in
enterriamrnent which is of its

S

TUESDAY -- AUCUST 12'; 1058

the wedding and the couple left told her, "I don't know Where
immediately by automobile on a we're geing, but I'll send you
honeymoon. Houle's• ster, Mrs. card." Ales. &roue maid they
aCentinued teem Front Page)
planned to live in Msmereal.
There was no reetes
st' or George Rousse, said her brother
The veil of secrecy was a
mimesis:tut lied to avoid a repetition eif the publicity that attended the weddings of Cecile

Marie Dionne...

Tuesday, August 12
Murray Star Chaster No. 433
OES w..11 meet for a pot luck
sapper and regular meeting at
6:30 at :he Masonic Nall.
The Morning Circle of t h e
First Methodist Church will meet
io; the home of Mrs. Nat Ryan
Hughes at 9:30 in Ise morning.
• • ••
Wednesday, August 13
The Wesleyan Circle of the
Methodist
First
Church
will
meet in the church's social hall
at 7:30 in the evening.
•• • •
TET.Fey, A-iigust 14
The %VMS. of Flint Baptist
Church will meet at 700 at the
church.

'97isiteass of the Catholic faith
are bound by the same law —

First

Lot

•

Loca

Now Open

i

ocial Calanallf

acid Annette.
The paris priest at Notre
Dame Church, Father Jean Baptiste Vinet, said, "They want to
get away. frorn all this affliction
af sensational news. They should
leave these people alone. They
have a right to their privacy."
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AT NEW AND LARGER LOCATION •

The Murr
sion invitee
te attend a
proposed 2
Thursday at
House.
Hiram To
mmissiun,
-Moth
Zoning Map
and that
available ft
hearing.

Ezell School
The new Ezel School of Beauty Culture boasts a
large parking_ area for the convenience of visitors
and ceiRomers:—TEe—
sFhooT announced toGy that it
had moved in larger and more modern quarters.
An open house is planned for Thursday afternoon.
,

55

•

of

Beauty Culture

The Supreme Forest Woodman
Circle and the •Jessie Houston
Service Club 101111 hove a joint
meeting and festal* potluck meatier at the City Bork at 6:30 in
the es-salmi.••••

(306 N.

4th

The

PlahJ

completed
study on tha
the city. Th
pared with
will be pr
muncil for I
%talk heari

Street)

--

Tuesday. August 19
Circle One of the First Methsdeg Church's WSCS will meet
at 2:30 in the afternoon at the
social hall of the dstrch.

ordinance
Into seven z
be administ
inspector an
ing Adjuste
appeals and
the ordirian

— FREE PARKING AT REAR —

Work

Done Exclusively

by

Students Under Supervision
MISS
t EIRIVE•IN THEATRE

ONLY!

Illit0T141ElltS
IRMO
aloseso come
owe" roue
Lanark CRUM

WED. - THURS.
Do You Like To

L-A-U-G-H ?
Sure, everybody does and that's just4 what
you'll do when yeru see

SUE MOLCOMEI

of

Holcomb-Hawes
Marriage Announced .1Irs. if'inchester
Is Honoree At Stork
Mr and Mrs. Earl P liksiornb,
Maydaeld, atthatinee she marriage Shower Recently

Open
6:30 - Start .. Dusk
Always A Cartoon!
TUESDAY

MARGARET

a( their only slaugheer. 34argaret
A stark shower honsong Mrs.
Sue. to Larrye Odell Hawes,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Odell Will T. Winchester was held
recently at the city park with
..Irwes. Route Four, Murray.
Mrs. E. D.Wincheeter as hatless.
„nee vows were read on April
Be
were served_ and
27 by Dr. Hill. a Baptist minis- gansee were played. Prizes wsre
ter. in his name in Corinth, awarded to Mrs. J.-shn Wease
Miss.
ow. Bars. Boborvan
by Divsdy and Wei 13sea; Ceek.
The bride was a member of
Apprommately 40 guests atthe 1956 graduating Oasis at
tended the shisw er
Mayfietd Hgh School.
••••
Mr. Hawes was a graduate of
Murray Hsgh School and has
amended Murray State College
where he writ -be a yinuor
September.

Search..

Max. H.

Churchill

Funeral Home
— Friendly Service —

i

Service - Equipped

The hilarious story of
a butler in a house
full of gals!

with Oxygen
311 N. 4th St.

Ph. 98

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Phone 433

Corner at 4th & Main

4.,
(Ceot _
.ical police. voluntcera. a Floyd
County rescue squad, and four
FBI agents assigned to the case
as "Observers"
The reservoir. - in the same
general vicinity as the hate
was dragged Sunday but opet
- ions had to be suspended Mee
day because of a heavy rai
They were resumed this morn,ng.
Wayne Fultz, operator of the
city water plant, said he did
neit—thanit—thsiesso---ensall•-child
could have walked from the
home to the reservoir through
the heavily wooded terrain.
At one point in the search
a hatchet was diseoeeredthe porch of the home. but stains
that were thought possibly might
have been blood turned out to
be merely-rust.

Mrs. Estelle Ezell - Mrs. Johnnie Myers

All

FAMILY SHOE STORE
SOMETHING NEW

-- Self Service Basement —
YOUR FAMILY SHOE HEADQUARTERS

WEDNESDAY
AND
THURSDAY
.... a story as intimate as the couple next door
who forgot to pull the shades!

Jose Ferrer..
"The Hig Cost
ofy LovUt9
Joann• Gilbert
Jim Backus

Gene Rowlands
in C.ma.S.,,pe
m

L

AC. —C-Jr"—JC:C
-.1
.3

LAST
TIMES
TONITE!

\

"Grin

A"
93"ar

tt"

MARLON BRANDO - FRANK SINATRA
JEAN SIMMONS
in GUYS AND DOLLS" - in Color

Ma num

En our

of

Beauty Culture
at School Prices
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Shown above

the interior of the new Ezell School of Beauty Culture on North.
Fourth Street. The school will hold open house this Thursday afternoon from 1
to 5 o'clock. Mrs. Estelle 'Ezell owner of the school, invites the public to come
by to see their new quarters at 306 North Fourth Street in Murray.

Clark-Sledd VOws Solemnized
In Lovely Ceremony Saturday

- NOTE OF THANKS I would like to thank the patrons and
students who have made possible my
SUCCESS in beauty work.
I would also like to thank Gerald
Richardson and Son, interior decorator
and carpenters; Richard Scarborough,
electrical work and plumbing; Freed
Cotham and Harry Jenkins, heating
system installation, for the excellent job
they did in preparing our new shop.

! Church parlors. The bride's table
I was covered with an unsorted
lace cloth itd centere& with an
arrangement of flowers in the
tradrtIonal green and 'stile. The
tiered wecidang cake was embossed in White and topped With
a miniature bride and groom.
The cake and the panel bowl
were encircled with ivy. As:icing in the serving ‘svere Mrs.
Norbert Kunernir, Mrs. Yates
Thompson and Miss Kathleen
Riggs. bliss Melissa Henry kept
-he register.

-I

•

SHOP FOR REAL VALUES

Phases

Dr. R
To Pr
Here

•

Dulles
-feenttnued -from Front Page)
This was confirmed today In
Moscow by the Communist Party
organ Pravda.
WILLIAM TAZWELL SLEDD, III
A dispatch f r orn" Stockholm
said Sweden vsas swinging 'behind
Miss
Margery
Ann
Clark, with tight fining budice, scalthe Western plans despite last- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George loped
necialine out Pined
with
minute wpoing by Russia. Sweden Russell Clark
of.Lexingten. far- seed pearls, and flared skirt.
would like to see the U. N. merly
,if Greeneburg, became Her fingertip length veil of
assume responsibility for the inthe bride of Mr. William Tate French illusion was artaohed to
tegrity of Jordan .and Lebanon.
well Sleeld. III. soneet )4r. and a Jul,et cap of seed pearls, and
even if this should call for more
Swedish' troops to the Middle Mrs. William T. Sledid, Jr., on she espied a bouquet of 'white
Saturday afterriSon, August 9, at feathered
carnations
centered
East.
f-ur cileiceli.—The double ring with a vs"tile orchid.
ceremony was solemnized by the
The bride.' only attendant was
Rev. Steadman siratlbe in the Mies Anne Filzgeraigg of Greenechapel of the First Methodist 'Borg. She wore a track of blue
_Church at Lexinglin.
cotton eyelet over taffeta fashThe vow; were apsken before ioned with tight fitting
bodice.
owls
the altar Whieh was banked cap" sleeves and full
- Atte. Her
wrh pants arid ferns ferrreng
lef)
flowery were pink feathered
bickgraund fsr tall White tap- carnations.
You Can Have
ers burning in branched canJerry King of Murray served
Mr. Sledd as:'
beet man. illahers
Preceding the screen iny
a were Henry Krate, Vernin Shaw
prate-Om .of nuptial 'Musk was Stubblefield of Murray, and Dan
presented by Mrs. Elizabeth Ty- Henry of Jantabora, Arlaansas.
In Your Homo
ler, organist, and Nliss Kathleen
For her daughter's wedding
Riggs
v; arise
Mrs. Tyler's Mrs. Clark chase an aqua estton
For tromp' Installation Callsailec;iene included st) Feenise (reek tea-fairing a tucked bodice
Me" by De Koven,
Love embroils-red with sect' pear's;
Thee" by Grieg. and "Because" and sequins, and full skirt. Her
lay d'Hardelot. MiZs Riggs sang accessories were white arid her
Wait "Beside You" by Mur- corsage- was Pink carnations.
ray_.t'Sweetrast Seery Ever
;P•fra. Sledel, the grooms' menTiler' by Blurts. 'Me traditianel et,'%vote a pink 'linen sheath
;Kidding marches v.•^re tried for with pearl and sequin trim,
105 N. 5th St
pries/faired :.r.d •1-.•• reces- matching accessories and a car:nal.
aterray, Ky.
Ph. 1177
sege of pink carnet-loos.
A I, 1.Ins of
The bride ware 'a ballerina
Immediately
following
t he
11•••4orm
a•A
length gown of white chantilly ceremony the bride's parents
Lace p
tear taffeta styled were hosts at a reception in the

Mr. and Mrs. Sledd lett for a
steel weekling trip. They will
be at risme at Apartment C3I2.
Shawneetiiwn. Lexingaiin, where
both are gludents at ths univer-

•

Mrs. Estelle Ezell

Out of town guests at the
wedding included Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Siteld, Jr., Mr and '
ChNord Melugin of Murras.
maxi Mrs. Rayenand Peterson and
Mr. and Mrs. Pritchard Peterson of Cincinneti, Mrs. Louise
Brooks, Miss Sara Brooks, Mrs.
Grady Brawn, Jr., of Louisville,
Miss Edna Peterson - of On
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Vries!.
Miss LUIe Clark and Miss Ri
of Greensburg. Mr. - a.
Mrs. Avery Veils/fan of Lou
vine, Mrs. George Henry, M
Melissa Henry, Don and Jai,
Henity of Jonesboro, Ark., Mr
and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,'
Jr., a
arid Verrson Shaw Stubblefield of Murray. and Kiss Mary
Williams of Frankfurt.

Open House
THURSDAY

AFTERNOON

1:00 to 5:00 p.m.

Register

•

For Free Grand

Prizes
Each

Person

Registering

Firemen

Will

During

Receive A Free Gift!

iliThe Wiwr.
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noon today I
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Tired of parking a "trifttlewagon"?

GO

Ramb
ler
NOW 7TH IN SALES

•

Easy to Park,So Economical!

1

We

By United
Southwest
(111oudy, warn
Thursday w
t hundershow:
today in the
around 70.
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Rambler is selling more because it gives
people more of what they want—big car
room and comfort, small car economy and

FIVE D
Kentucky
the five-dre
through Mc
near; the X
la degrees.
Mange in tei
tion will as
to one and
curring as ac
frequent in
the state ext
period.

handling ease. Save every mile you drive
—save when you trade, Rambler is first
in resale value. See your Rambler dealer!

WILSON MERCURY-RAMBLER, 515 So. 12th Street
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Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky

priest at Noire
Father Jean David, "They waretts
all this affliction
news. They should
eople alone. They
to their privacy."
-

linited Press

DC ATION •

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Murra , K ., Wednesday Afternoon, August 13, 1958

Planning Commission Meeting Storm Gains
Set For Thursday Night
Momentum In

The Murray Planning Commis- The
ordinance requires that a
Atlantic
sion invites citizens of Murray building
permit be granted .before •
to 'attend a public hearing on the .azie
future building cn be built
proposed Zoning Ordinance, within
the city limits. TI-Te permit
MIAMI (UP7) Tropical
Thursday at 7 p.m., in the Court is issued
by the building in- lorm Becky. gaiteng
momentum
House.
spector.
.n its- wea.ward march over the
Hiram Tucker, Chairman of the
The ordinance is designed to
Atlarstie, swirled toward Puerto
mmission, stated that errors "lessen
congestion rat Streets.. In_ 1,14ess and- the
Virgin Manch tode in The preparation- dr The secure,
safety from fire, panic day
Wish winds up to 55 miles
Zoning Map have been corrected and
other • dangers, to provide
per hour.
and that the mart would be adequate
1 .
light and air, to prevent
Gale warnings were ordered
available for inspection at the over
-crowding of land, to avoid 02
.n the leeward islands for
hearing.
undue concentration of {stipule"-wind*. up to 50 miles per hour
The Planning Commission has tion, to
facilitate the adequate
completed several months of provision
of transportation, water, ,n squally beginrring alSer 5 a
study on the zoning ordinance for stwerage,
m." Weather men said the stornschools, parks and may
the city. The ordinance was pre- other
reach full hurricane tanpu'blic requirements."
pared with state assistance and
According to the law, the city as - it moves into warmer watea
will be presentpd to the city would
be divided into the fol. today.
Munch l for adoption folIciwWg---the owing districts: Low
-bure a u
density res. . 'The -We- Juan w eitTher
INiblic hearing.
n Puerto Rico said Pate Tuesda
idence; medium dense
e i
neighborTrooci business.- generari--- lat "tinordinance wil dlivide the city l'tusiness;
central business, light ent c'irection and rate of Motion.
into seven zoning districts. It will isdu
Permittedand heavy industrial. ': is expected to paa about 100
be administered by a building Permitted in
residential area to 125 miles north of Puerto
inspector and the Board of Zon- would be
single and multiple .Rieo and the Virgin Islands
ing Adjustment which will hear family
dwellings and "customary duraig the farapoon."
appeals and grant variances from general hortieultu
A late weather advisory said
ral„ uses."
the ..rdinance in speCial cases.
Neighborhood business districts haahest winds were estimated at
may contain grocery, drug and 55 males per hour in the heavier
hardware stores. meat or fruit squa)ls, and the storm was movmarkets. barber and beauty shops ing west to west-north-westan'l other small retail services ward at an accelerate
d speed of
for neighboring residents. Other 20 miles per hauir.
It was exofficesa n d businesses require pected to continue moving
in
permission from the Board of the same
general direction for
Zoning Adjustment. Signs are re- the
next 12 hours with a "alight
striated to. the business premises increase
-in size and -intensity."
and off-street parking is required.
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Eisenhower Addresses
United Nations Assembly
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Urges-Creation-Of UN Army;
Outlines 6- Point Peace Plan
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Census
10
Adult Beds
85
14 lain 14 111 "
Emergency Beds
27
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. improvemerif in the living standi Patients Admitted
4
(UPI) - President Eisenhower ards of the people in these Arab
51
"
i Patients Dismissed
today urged speedy creation of nations.
New Citizens
1
a standby United Nations mili"Steps to avoid a new arms
Patients admitted from Friday tary force and a doanaypqrself race spiral
.in the area."
,•9:00 a.A.- to Monday-TO:00 iiiiii. economic program for the Arab
The President said carrying out
,Atepro
ss_,Le
:RIIMIT;
riciatiay
mtrs
a,cii
;a-six-el:waist--poseslielf,c
-could /MITTerreil,
'
the Miele -Easts------- • 'in-1r f
- ew short years" that the
College Station; Willfam D. EdEisenhower addressed the Lebanon and Jordan crisis would
wards, 08 S. 8th; Mrs. Walsie opening
session of a United mark "the beginning of a great
Lewis, Rt. 4; Glenn Luffman, Rt. Nations
General Assembly called new era of Arab history."
1, Model, Tenn., George Edward into emergenc
Referring to Russia's "ballistic"
y meeting to conElkins, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Shelby
'
sider the Middle East crisis. It blackmail," the President dePotts and baby boy, fitI. Kirkwas his first appearance before manded:
.-y; Wm. Wallace Harvey, 200 the
"Should it not be seriou interU.N. body since he made
s 8th; Ida B. Blanton. 44 N. his dramatic
"atoms for peace" national misconduct to manufac2nd; Mrs. Claude Vaughn, 905 proposal
ture a general war scare in am
in 1953.
Pogue; Mac Jennings, Rt. 2, Leeffort to achieve local political
He
Foreign
and
Soviet
Minister
Center; Mrs. Dewey Lampkins,
aims'!"
Jr., 1306 Olive; Mrs. Hubert Pit- Andrei Gromyko were the only
Pressures Create Dangers
speakers
listed
today's
at
meeting
man and baby boy, Concord;
Such pressures will never be
the
of
U.N.
81
members.
Charles Byers, Rt. 2; Mrs. Willie
used successfully against the
The President denounced ef'Vaughn, Rt. 5, Charles T. CalloUnited States, he said. But he
way, Rt. 1, Buchanan; Ava Gallo- forts of Soviet Premier Nikita
said he had asked to address the
way, Almo; Sammie Kaye Bea- S. -Khrustichev "to Create a war General Assembly
for the second
nan, Rt. 4; Eugene Thomason, hysteria" in the Middle East time
because such pressures
at. 1, Cunningham, Tenn.; Mrs.
created "dangers which affect
Without mentioning KhrushGeneral business districts inTommy Rails and baby boy, Rt.
Dr. R. S. Junes, former Misevery one of us."
chev by name, Eisenhower said
elude the above and other retail
Dover,
2,
Term.,
Alton
Mrs.
Conary to Brazil. vain be the
Anderson and baby boy, Rt. 5, the Russian leader's efforts "to
%eat minister at Memorial Bap- businesses and offices. Also places
of amusement a nd assembly.
Bentan; Mrs. Walter Hutchens, exploit man's horror of ware
tist Church this Sunday, August
hotels, motels, public garages and
1413 W. Main; Mrs. Lennis Ward, could be called "ValTaic black17, for both services.
service stations. Prohibited are
214 Woodlawn, Mrs. Joe Ross and mail."
Dr. Jones served ten years in
uses which the Board of Zoning
The President said it was "imnoisy- boy, 307 Main, Benton;
Word hae been received of the
Brazil under appointment of the Adjustme
nt tonsiders "detrimenMrs. James M. Coleman, Rt. 2; portant" that his six-point plan
MURRAYAN8 and other fishermen at Kentucky Lake this) Suoll
death sf Jatnes Richard JohnForeign Mission Board of the tal to the
Jimmy Ronald Cann. 308 Second be viewed .as a whole. He listed
development of the
have the thrill f randing Ocean Stripe Bass like the ones aSoutihern
Baptist
Converniiin. district as a retail shopping area." son, age 38, af Mooreville, N.C.,
Ave., S. E Calvert City; Mrs. it:
bove,
which
were
caught
the
Wilsons
by
and
on
recent
a
formerly of Murray and
There he was Dean of the
trip to
"United Nations concern for
Robert M. Canady, New Concord;
The central business district
Lake4tion
itrie,
South
Carolina.
A
study
is now underway.1k)
Cenrteay County. Me has been
American
Baptise
College
at makes the same provision
Herman Kelly Ellis, Rt. 4.
• Lebanon.
for
s
see
these
if
fish
can
satisfacto
rily
adjust
to the waters of Kenerniptboyed as a detedtive wIth
Recife and of the Baptiet Semi- retail
"United Nations measures to
Patients dismissed from Friday
businesses and offices . but
tucky Lake.
the police force in Moors‘aille
nary of North Brazil.
; 9:00 asin. to Monday t1):00 a.m. preserve peace in Jordan.
ckaas not require parking.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Aug-.
ller several 'years. ife'-died 'this
Wien ill health prevented his
-An end to the fomenting -from
! - Mr's-'- Gerald Holitlettl;' -Rt. 3;
Light industrial area include morning at
ustus Owen Stanley, 91. a former
Mr. and., Mrs., August Wilson Mrs. Hubert Pittman;
return to Brazil, the Foreige
his home at 5:00.
Concord; without of civil strife.
wholesale, storage, warehouses,
Kentucky
governor and US. senand their 'On, Dr. Jay Wilson Mrs. Beverly Wyatt and
He is survived by his wife,
Mission Board sent ham to Dal"A regional economic developbaby
bakeries, bottling works,, lumber Mrs.
and family of treffersonotenvn, boy, 1205 Main, Mrs. Lee Angel ment plan to assist and accelerate ator and representative, whose
Margaret Johnson, MoorsLas as representative of t h e
y a rds, clothing manufacturers, yule;
oratory and colorful political caKy., have just returned from a and baby girl. Puryear, Tenn.;
two children; one skater,
board in the great Southwest.
dairy, laundry and dry cleaning,
reer made him a legend during
Florida vacation. On their re- Exie Adams, 508 S. 11th; Mrs.
Mrs. Doris Ftitrell, Granite City,
Ten years later he joined the used
car lots and other non- FE;
his lifetime, died here Tuesday
turn trip they stowed by Lake Lowell Key, Rt. 4, George Elkins,
five broilhers, Truman Johnstaff of the Relief and Annuity objection
able industriernight.
'Uses son, Colorado
Moultrie, South
Car-hiss
at Rt. 5, 'Beaton; Mrs. Oda Black,
Board, the minister's retirement Which might
Springs, Colo.,
prod u cc noise,
Stanley. who'had been ill
Ccoper-Sarnee Dam, and caught Benton, Herman Guthrie, Hazel;
Freeman Johnson, Murray, Clyde
board for Southern Baptiests: He smoke, or other
for several "months, died at midnuisances must S.
a fine string of ocean strip bass. Mrs. Nell Stimpson, Calvert City;
Johnson, Murray, Ftl. 2, Jesse
recently retired from his posi- have special
WASHIN
(UPI)
GTON
- A night at his Washington home.
approval of the
Totarisson, Evansville, Ind., and
John Harold Owen, Rt. 1, Pur- small fry roller-skating party
tion as Investment Direator with Board.
Funeral services for Stanley
This paracular kind of Stripe
Chester
year,
Tenn.;
Welburn
Lovett,
titris bcard and re/teemed to his
Johnson,
Rt,
Salisbury
,
found
out
N.
the tastes( way to will be held Saturday in FrankHeavy industrial areas would
The body of Robert Freden- is lcin to the stripes familiar to 1, Hardin; Will D. Edwards (Ex- go through
C.
likanve Calloway County.
be opened for other industrial
the smooth-surfaced fort, Ky. He will be buried in
Kentucky Lake fishermen, how- pired) 408 S. 8th;
Mr. Jalanson is a graduate of Mogen, 18, oif Downers Grove,
Miss Kaye tunnel between the US. Capitol the
The preaching of this Well uses except the city would have
Frankfort Cemetery near the
ever, they grow upward to fifty Beaman, Rt. 4; Mrs.
ells
was
-iouad
yesiterday
Murray
Fred
WilkafterHies
known
minister comes at a control over smoke, obnoxious
School. Funeral
and buildings where congressmen resting place of one of his most
pounds.
erson and batty boy, Rt. 1; Eustrasegic F.me. Not onay Is sake poise, dust Air otzlectionable_con- arrarrgemersts are_incompletg_at noon at 236 about 300 yards
ye their oltieeis isn't by want- Iambus-Wilke opponents, EdWion, a \well known gene Thomason, Rt. 1, Cunning- ing.
- the bank, haat the mauth
this
church in a great building pro- ditions. •
win P. Morrow.
ardent
ham,
of
i7Mrs.
Tenr
bass
the
fishermen
Dick
cove
landed
Denton,
.
leading
to the -Kline
However, a conscientious page
gram MX is also engaged in the
Stanley was the son of a
510
one
When
N.
twelve-pound
7th;
Mrs.
the
Boat
Dewey
Ocean
ordinance
LampStripe
is
adopted,
boy Tuesday halted the roller- minister of the Disciples of Christ
Forward
Program
at Church
it
will
kins,
1306
which
not
Olive;
The
affect
Mrs.
was
32
The
inches
Ted
Darlong.
first
land
body
This
or buildwas recovered by
„US. retrospective
skaters in mid-passage.
Finance. "With
Church, William Stanley, who
a
missionary ings
'existing at the time of en- odhitation "iiif works of Pablo Sherite
o Is e n Stubblefield, particular fish is on the extreme nell and baby girl, Rt. 1, Almo,
"Do you know
where you had served with Gen. John Hunt
heart that embraces the world
actment." All -future buildings Picasso was held at the
Mrs.
Ida
Blanton,
left
44
in
2nd;
N.
the above photograph.
are?" the teen-age page boy Morgan's Confedcrate-ca'a a lry
and with experience in investWads- Charles Blalock and Gardner
and land use in the city must worth A heneu m in Hartford, Curd at about the same spot
shouted indignantly at the three during the Civil War.
He also landed two severa s Wilburn Cavitt, Rt. 2.
ing millions of dollars fur Seuth(Continued on Back Page)
where a life jacket was found pounders and one which weighed 4i
Conn., in 1934.
roller-skating boys - aged 12. 11
Zen Bapeists in the cause of
Stanley was born at Shelbyfloating on)the water.
and 8.
emple
in at six and three quarters
aftunat, Dr. Jones is exceptionville. After attending the Univerfredenhagen and his parents pounds.
"Sure." the 8-year old said. sity of Kentucky he was graduatally qualified to speak to us in
"Congress."
were staying in a cabin at the
Mr. Wilson said that many of
ed from Centre College in 1889.
this
hour," the pastor, Bra".
"Well, stop that!" the page
Kaine aim Deck wit ere they the Ocean Stripes are caught
He taught school for four years,
Thacker, stated. The public
Revival service will begin Sun- boy demanded, getting red.
were vacationing.
serving as principal at the ol#
which wcigh in -the area of 311
invited to attend both the morn'11.al
August
7:45
p.m.
at
the
Jiffy.
"Okay."
the
12
-year
promaid
Yount;
Frederrhagen took,a paunda and some - have been
MaekvIlle Academy, before "being and everting services.
Temple Hill Methodist Cherch.
ised. "But the roller skating here ginning law practice at Firmsmall boat out on the lake, and landed
which
weighed
Lilly
Orville Easley is the viallIng is pretty keen."
reportediy pulled a small plug pounds.
ingsburg.
evangelist. The pastor, Ralph
"I come here all the time,"
In the rear of the boat so that
Stanley. began his political caMany people in town saw the
Rogers,
extends
a
cordial
By DARRELL GARWOOD
invita8-year
the
old
confided
as
they
reer as a Democratic stalwart
submarine is continuing her und- the water that the small- el ice chest full of Ocean Stripes
tion to all.
United Press International
walked
away
sadly:
at -Henderson and was elected.
er-ice explorations," the Navy had taken on would be siphon . which Mr. Wilson exhibited on
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The said.
tc the US. House of Representaout. After he went out on the several stopn, around the square.
't)The Murray Fire Department
USS Skate, second American nutives in 1902. He was defeated
The Navy is known to be main tardy of the lake and out
Of special interest to fisherreceived a call shortly after 12 clear
submarine to sail under anxious to
in a three-way Democratic pri:
char* of the floor of cif sight of the dock, it is be- men in Calloway &Aunty is the
-noon today from 810 Wee Mein. the North Pole,
today cruised the Arctic Ocean.
-mary for the Ste in 1914.
Such a map lieved that he wiaa thrown from filet that a study is now underIt was reported . that a fire beneath the polar
ice cap to would enable submarin
In 1915 Stanley won election
es to plot the boat. The boat ,finally ran way on Kentucky Lake to see
caused by grease on the eye of Continue its historic explorati
ons. their position with greater
as . governor, defeating the Rea....
exact- aground against a bank
a stove was burn -there. When
n-d if the waiter of this lake will
The Defense Department an- ness than
publican nominee Morrow in a
surface ships using sheared a pin.
be conducive to the healthful
firemen reported there within a nounced Tuesday night the Skate
campaign that is still remembered
compass and less precise aliaarns _The boy's father quickly
growth of the Ocean Stripe Bass.
few minutes, the fire had been crossed the North Pole at
fol9:47 of navigation.
by political old-timers for its
lowed in another boat, but could
When the Cooper-Santee Dam
extinguished. according to Fire P.m. e.d.ta Monday while
By LARRY COLLINS
The 2nd Battalion was t Is e oratory.
ex- :Knowledge of this Arctic short- find only tie
floating life Jacket was constructed some of the
Chief Robeatrion. No damage to -ploring undersea routes beneath
United Press International
first th mine ashore here in
Stanley won election to the
cut would enable transfer of
Volunteers from this area Ocean Stripes were impounded
the house or property was re_ the polar cap.
BEIRUT. Lebanon (UPI) ,-A response to the urgent appeal Senate in 1910. When he went
submarine fleets from Pacific to searched approxima
along
tely
with
8
the
spirted.
lake
hours
waters. As battalion of 1,700 U.S. Marines
It was the second historic Atlantic far
Chamoun far assietance in to the Senate he had already
faster than now before the body
was found. the
water apparently turned began pulling out of Leba non "maintain
subpolar crossing for U.S. atom tiossible.
ing the independence served 12 years in the House
With the fleet of U.S. When his body was
from
awind, he
salt to fresh water, tne today-The United Slates' answ- and integrity"
subs in eight days. The USS missile-firing
from the old 2nd Congressional
of Lebanon.
subs steadily ex- was still dlutdhing
the plug from stripes made the change satis- er to Russian charges the AmeriNautilus passed from the Pacific panding,
The psi/hal-but signiftelant- District.
this new passageway the boat.
factorily 'to the freah water.
to the Atlantic by way of the would enable
can troops were here for :et- wruhdrawal was announced TuesWhile serving in the House,
American undersea
It will be from Lake Moultrie gression."
Pole last week following a hith- forces to strike
Ci:ey by Adm. James (Lord Jim) Stanley had spearheaded an 18swiftly a nd
erto unknown "deep sea valley" secretly at
that the Ocean Stripes will be,
The Marines began their move Holloway, commander of Arnsr- month - long congressional invesdistant targets.
proclaimed by the White House
taken to stock Kentucky Lake by pulling their heavy equipBy UNITED PRESS
tigation into activities of, the
Can't Be Detected
ican forces in Lebanon.
as a new route from the Atlantic
if biologists determine that con- ment up to the beaches where
Russia. as far as is known, has
He said the evacuation was US. Steel Corp. The probe reto the Pacific.
ditionts in Kentucky Lake are they landed July 15 at the
no atomic submarines.
in- carded out in apaeement with sulted in I petition by the U.A.
By United Press International
Sen. Prescott Bush (R-Conn.)
satisfactory.
There
vitiation
President
of
was
Camille
speculati
Charnoun and President - elect Attorney General asking dissoluon,
but
no
Southwest Kentucky - Partly told the Senate the voyage
A grant has been given lidur- Chan-vie-sun who felt his govern- Maj.
of official information, that a third
. Gen. Fuad Chetiali that tion of the steel trust.
illaudy, warm and humid through the Skate, coming quickly
ray State College to mak!' the merit was threatened by outside
after US. atomic sub - the Sea Wolf
A foe of prohibition, Stanley
,"there has been Material imThe Hazel officers of Future study on
Thursday with widely scattered the Nautilus cruise, demonstra
ted -is in the Arctic area. It has
Kentucky Lake.
forres.
provernetit in the internal and lost a bid for re-election to
thundershowers Thursday. High the "one-two punch" of
Homemak
ers
of
A
in-erica
met
The return of Mr. Wilson with
the been gone from Its home base
Marines on the beach eStimat- '.ex'ternal security siluasion" in the Senate in 1924. President
August 11 at the home of their the
today in the low 90s. Low tonight Navy. He read the Sensate
Herbert Hoover named Stanley
the at New London, Conn., as long
big stripes has Stimulated ed it would take two' or three Lebanon.
around 70.
adviser, Miss Nancy Thompson.
United Press Internat iontrf dis- as the Skate.
local itatereat in the project with clays before an 1,700, men and
to the International Joint ComA Stale Department spokesEight officers were present to many
patch disclosing the Skate's acmission in 1930. He became its
fishermen having Visions their equipment were placed man
The United States is building
in Waahington said he knew
learn their duties for the crianing
FIVE DAY FORECAST
complishment.
of pulling twenty a n d thirty aboard the waiting Ships
chairman ina 1933, a post he held
a number of nuclear,powered
of the of no plans for any immediate
year. They also discussed the,
Kentucky - Temperature's for
Staying Under Ice
until 1953.
pounders out of the waters of US. Sixth Fleet.
submarines to be armed with
withdrawal of additional troops
the five-day period, Thursday
program of work and money
The Skate sailed from its home 1,500-mile Polaris
Stanley f ou gh t his removal
Kentucky Lake.
ballistic mis- making activities.
The withdrawal/ leaves ap- from Lebanon. He laid down
through Monday, will average base of New London.
Corns siles which could operate in
proximately 9,000 airborne the fulknving conditions Wider from the commission, contended
Those present were Nets Patnear the Kentucky normal of July 30, carrying a crew of
he was appointed by a ReArctic waters.
troops and 3,000 Marines in which sueh withdrawals would
ton, president; Suzanne Curd,
a& degrees. Little day - to
10 ()Meets, 87 enlisted men and
publican president and should be
There presently is no operaLebanon.
first vice president; Dorthy
Mange in temperature. Precipita- nine civilian technicians. It,
TO
DONATE
be
RIDING
carried
FEES
out:
is tional device known which Is
allowed to continue to serve as
Henry. second vice president;
The men and officers of the
tion will averageg three-fourths skippered by Cmdr. James
-"Whenever requested by the chairman.
F. capable of detecting from above
Joan Sykes, secretary; Dianne
to one and one-half inches oc- Calvert of Cleveland, Ohio.
NEW YORK (UPI) -Directors 2nd Batitafian of the 2nd U.S. Lebanese gsw er rim entt."
Stanley is survived by his wife,
a submarine lurking beneath the
Ferguson, treasurer; Linda Coop- of the Jockeys Guild have de- Marine Division began moving
curring as scattered showers most
The Navy said the Skate sur- 10 to 14 foot
-"Whenever the United Na- the former Sue Soaper,
thick shield of er, reporter; Jimmie
Henderfrequent in the eastern half of faced in an "ice lead" about
out
only
signated
a
few
Aug. 21 as "Guild Day"
hours before eae tiana-laaa
Knight, his40 ,polar ice. Even the submarines
n ey
.
torian and Carolyn Hughes, song for jockeys around the tracks U.N. General Asserribry opened ures to achieve
the state extending throguout the !plies fromathe Pole and reported
the goals for and William S... Stanley; five
must surface to establish radio leader.
period.
to contribute riding fees to the ita -crucial debate on the Middle which the US. forces were reits lacilar crossing by radio. "The contact.
grandchildren and three greatLinda Cooper, Reporter guild's feielfare fund.
East in New York.
'quested."
grandchildren.
14 11
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J. R. Johnson
Dies In N. C.
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Ex-Governor
Of State Dies
Last Night

Youth's Body
Is Recovered
Yesterday

Firemen Answer Call
During Noon Hour

Skater's Waltz Not
Played In Capital

Hill Plans
Revival Next Week

Skate Is Second Nuclear Sub
To Sail Under North Pole"

Troops Leave Lebanon As Talks
Begin In UN Geueral Assembly
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Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
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Cbeinriati
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THURSDAY - AUGUST 14,

1958

t

5
6
10
'104
114
124

St. Louis at San Francisco
Miheatakee at Cincinnati, 2
Peesburgh at Philadelphia. night
Ctecago at Los Angeles, night

,

Tomorrow's Games
NE:..v.iukce
Cm-innate mete
Chicago at Lase Angeles
St. Louis at San Francisco
Only games scheduled

Industrial Expansion
Sidc•valks, Curbs. Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

American League

••••••••••••••••••

4

BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY

•

That which is highly esteemed among
men is abomination in the sight of God.
Lu. 16:15.

- We have known multimillionaires who at
the end confessed they had spent their lives
re!!ei tire ashes.

Team
W
L
GB
Pct.
New- Yerk---31-40- 646
I Chicago.
57 54
514 15
Destem
fie -64
Detroit------- 54 63 _493 17
Cleveland
5.5 57
491 174
Baltimore
51 58
4-68 194
Kansas City 48 60
444 224
WaMingSon
48 64
429 244

Today's Games

.1 Ten Years Ago Today
•

Ledger & Times File

Kansas s'.
. Creme
2
Des," a at Cleveland. 2
Bzerain at Ellananore. night
Washing:en at New York. night

MOO

Tomorrow's Games
'Miss Ruth Ashmore, house-mnther at Mtim :. State
College. doesn't know
what to do with the "Walking Kansas Cary at Chicago
.
'More" she won !list Saturday, she told friends today. ,De•r.,:: at Cleveland
e.
m• • The Tennessee walking horse was awarded by the '''"v York al B°1
"
6
Only games scheauled
rim•mikiliTN111111 Store's Saturday afternoon on the Court House '
'.Square.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy. Jack Bealta:ennedy and Miss
•
Capple Beale are at-ramp DenyoW. N..,
C this week.
here they .will visit Miss JaneKrnnedy who will ac
_company them. home.
Mr. and Mrs„ Tommy Lavender will leave this weel,
nand for -Atlanta. Ga.. where they will visit with Mr. and
•Ie" LY141Mr. and Xrrs. Noah Story, hnd Mr. and Mrs. Mcintez
'fRorY of Detroit. have been recent guests of Mrs. Rufus
ers am M
Mrs: Hugh
h Wil.son and fam en.
By FRANK L. BERKOPEC
The
-- 'Woman's Club House served as the attractive
United Prow International
•ggting for the tea given by Mrs. Milton Diltz Holton
PITTSBURGH IUPli - Pittsvaard Ilrs. David Franklin McConnel on Tuenday, August burgh Pirate fans, long aecus10. from four to six o'clock. The tea was given to an- tomed to cellar teams, are singing
rnotince the engagement of Miss Anna Diltz Holton to. the lyrics of a song that goesfharles Hughes Hamlin of Danville, Ia.
-an the May."

f
ir4e. The Ledger&TimesSports Page .0
%

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Player
AS R
ei Pct.
365 54 124 .340
AgMairn
430 70 •144 .336
434 78 145 .334
433 e5 14t3 .323
:i
14laor
n
fnner
395 72 127 322
AMERICAN LEAGUE
AS R
H
Pct.
Runnels
396 73 131 331
Kuenn
393 52 128 .326
Cerv
378 70 122 .323
Goodman
288 32 92 .315
Pow or
415 69 132 .318
Horns Runs
National League: Barite, Cuts
34; Thomae, Pirates 29; Aaron,
Braes 25; Matthews, Braves 24;
Walks, Cube, 23.
American League: Mantle,
Yankees 33; Jensen, Red Sex 32;
Sievers. Senators 32; Cerv, Athletics 29; el•Lavito, Indians 24;
Lernon, Senators 2+
Runs Batted In
National League: Baralc.s, Cuts
Theenis, Pinkie 87; Andereon, PhilLes 75; Aaron, Droves
71; Cepeera, Giants 88.
Arnencan League: Jensen., Red
Sox 32; Sievers, Senators 12;
Cerv. Attilettim 29; Colevito, Indians 24; L.eirmin. Senators 24.
Pitching
National League: Grissom,
Giants 7-3; Willey, Braves 74;
__Braves 15-8; --Seragemah,
Phillies 13-7; Purkey, Realms

II TL

Basehall

Nevri
Spo
irrt:N
rb hie
::
ua :
TP esdi"vi
ays ri.w.

Al

Pirates Cut Braves Lead to 5 With 10-0 Victory
By FRED DOWN

a two-run triple and Bill Maeeruski, who is hitting .524 in the
Pirates' six - game streak, had
Remember Babe Adams, the three hits for the second straight
rookie who pitched the Pitts- night.
burgh Pirates to their first world
Sam Jones pitched a six-hitter
championship with three victories to win his 10th game for the
in the 1909 World Series'
Cardinals. Willie Mays again
Well, the amazing Pirates have went hitless for the Giants and
come up with their greatest took a third strike with two
rookie pitching hero since Adarns runners on for the final out of
and it just' could be that he'll the game.
help the Bucs "steal" the NaJim Bolger tripled with. the
from Me- bases fated - In a fi-ve.eMifi- Tliird
Milwaukee Braves,
inning and Lee Walls hit two
He's George WRe a _ 8-foot, homers as the Cubs rocked Dodg3-inch right-bander from Laguna. Calif.. who stopped the
slugging Braves on two hits
Tuesday night and pitched the
Pirates into second place five
games out of first with a 10-0
meters.. It was the fourth straight
The Pony League which has
win for Witt, who has pitched
211- ron•ecuti‘e seereIets innings, been iriddted - by- rainn-mid
has yielded one run in his last tournaments will- play the
yeeessirees-e-spergereeee.emeeteessereesi-Meeseagei
tending-13e earned run - eteerages-lion
faH01
"
17-Win Six Straight
Wednesday, August 13
Witt, a 200-pound fastballer,
Orioles vs. Dodgers
yielded only one "legitimate" hit
Indians vs. Phil'
-a ninth-inning double by Hank
Friday, August 15
Aaron. The other Milwaukee hit
Dodgers vs. Indians
was a fluke second-inning double
Phils vs. Orioles
which left-fielder Bob Skinner
lost in the Forbes Field lights.
Monday, August 18
Except for that fluke hit. Witt
Orioles vs. Indians
would have entered the ninth
Dodgers vs. Philo
with a chance to pitch the first
so-hitter in the 49-year history.
I Forbes Field.
A'crowd of 38.887 saw' the
Pirates take a 2-0 lead in the
exth nning and then humiliate
'he world champions with a ' United Press International
riotous eight-run rally in the
trsi•CINtNATTI. Ohio (UPI) sighth that marked the Burs' Roports that Ciricinnart Redleg
eeriest inning of the year. The manager Birdie Tetbeses may
Pirates, with six straight victories be on the firing block _weren't
ond 16 wins in their last 18 completely stilled today even by
games at home, now start a general manager Gabe Paui's
13-game road trip which Man- emphatic
denials._
ager Danny Munaugh says will
Paul mid the reputes were
sensike or break" ;hem as a con- "mere
s.peculation" and declaredlender
Mat what the Redlegs reed is
The St. Louis Cardinals beat not a new manager, but mere
the San. Francisco Giants, 7-3, timely hitting.
and dropped them Into third
Tebberts is manager
place. the Chicago Cubs walloped of theseRedlegs," Plate told the
the Los Angeles Dodgere 9-3, Cincinnati Poet and Trimes-Star
and the Cincinnati Rediegs crash- in a telephoee interview fied the Philadelphia Phillies, I2-+ Atlainta, Ga. "I have net given
in other National League games.
any geezeit---to changing manMantle Homers
agers a; this time. Our olub haIn the American League. Mickslurnped badly at bat lately and
ey Mantle's 33rd homer helPed
what we need is timely hitting,
he New York Yankees beat
not a new manager."
he Baltimore Orioles, 7-2, the
Paul said he imas in Attanta
Chicago White Sox topped the
Cleveland Indians. 4-1, and the "to /and a player Who could
Detroit Tigers edged the Kansas help the Res -now - and we
City A's. 7-6. Boston at Wash- have an eporeng for one as we
are one under the 25 - player
ington was rained out.
Frank Thomas' two-run homer
snapped a scoreless tie in the • At least four sports writers
Mileseukee - Pittsburgh sixth and revering (he Reds have said in
the Pirates -then sent 12 men the past few days that - Teblet's
t:i the plate n the riotous eighth. was on Maky greund, to say
Bob Skinner weighed in with the least. ,
Lmted Press International

_______-pennant

PONY LEAGUE
SCHEDULE

•-•
The Murray Little League
all .stars blanked Martin, Tenn.
6-0 Tuesday night as Don
Faughn pitched a one - hitter.
Faughn struck out 16 and
walked three in his brilliant
effort.
Top hitter for the locals was
Red Howe
ho collected three
safetles.
Donnie Danner nad Charles
Warren had two hits each.

Tebbetts' Firing
Denied By Paul

99

on the possibility of the Piraees
winning a pennant. In the past
he has predicted a possible first
division finish, "maybe in fourth
place"
But the Pittsburgh fan for
the most part will tell you without hesitation the Pirates could
win the pennant.
This feeling has been reflected
in attendance figures. Monday's
crowd_ was the largest
crowd in history to_ lam Forbes
Field. And attendance this year
has been nearly 300.000 ahead
of last year's mark when Pittsburgh faits saw their club finish
tied for last place.

er pitchers for 14 hits. Dick ered both Baltunore ruas in te,
Drott went the distance for his seventh:
_
fifth win.
Early Wynn pitched a fiveWins First Game
hitter to win his tOth game of
Tom Acker finally won his the year and the 245th et -his
first game of the season for the career. Jim Landis paced the
Redlegs behind a 13-hit attack White Sox' attack with two hits
that featured B o b Thurman's and drove in three runs.
three-run double in a six-run
Gall Harris' two-run seventh
sixth-inning up-rising.
inning homer won a 24-hit slugMantle, whose homer gave him fest _for the Tigers over the
the American League lead in Athletics. Reno Bertoia and Herthat department, also had et_ esy Chiti also eornered in ag,areme
doubTe a-nel-- a- single. Gil Mc- In which nine pitchers appeared.
Dougald also humered for the Their names are being withYankees while Bob Nieman horn- held.

Hagerstown Wins 2-0
In Prep World Series
MUNHALL, Pa. (UPI) -Three the way to third base on a passed
oft,. •

t
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HEATHER
Ale $100 to 2475
wadding Peg $1250

Keepsake's perfect quality plus finest color is
guaranteed and registered by Keepsake and
this store.

Phone 441

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

Furches •
Determinin
the skier.
adult skis
inches, act

NURSERY STOCK

when planted.
PRICES REDUCED TO MAKE ROOM IN
OUR LATH HOUSE!

only $150 each

The first I
skier sits .
with arms
the knees
pull.

Burfordi Holly
Illex Convexa Dwarf Holly
Illex Rotundifolia similar to Convexa,
taller growing.
Ligustrum Wax Leaf
Magnolia
Azaleas
large plants, several varieties.
Pyracantha
red and orange berries.
Crepe Myrtle

3
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You can still plant our Shrubbery. All stock is
grown in pots so that roots are not disturbed
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Prevent

The Destructive Termite
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Hagerstown pitcher Bic
Wad wEnt the seven -inning ,!
lance to win on a two-hissi
with the loss going to Tony
Cruppe. Tom Barnes scored the
first run in the second inning
when he singled, stole his way
to third and came home on an
error.
In the next inning Terry Bailey
opened with a single, . went all

'

NOW THROUGH AUGUST

Sherry Wheeler Of
Glasgow Plays Today
In Girls' Golf Meet

FRIENDLY FINANCE INC.

•

rain were on tap today when
The rained-out games reschedplay resumed in the 10th annual
Prep League World Series here uled for today were Rome, Ga.,
vs New Brunswick, N.J.; Hazelat West Field.
wood-Greenfield District, Pa., vs
Tournament officials managed Homestead District Pa., and Mastc get in a morning game Tues' sillon. Ohio, vs the' loser of the
day before the rains came. In Rome -New Brunswick
game.
that one, Hagerstown, Md., took
aeMantage of two unearned riAs
to bounce Rochester, N.Y., out of
the double-elimination tournament, 2-0.
e
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SALE

H OM E./ma/mew

FOR REPAIRS, REMODEELIK, MODERNIZING

Tennis
s

Ortega-Akins Bout
Televised Tonight

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

Football

Rookie Pitcher Hero As

The winner of the National
League pennant may well be
,.Whatever Happened To
1 r
•r•
r'w thereefe rto w n 21 games each decided next month at Forbes
I
and Pirate diehards figure
VI( RASCH I
year.
earning
nickname, Field
the
•-may-- not be- the Milwaukee
United Pr.& Miterni• ral
'Spengfe.2 R.Se-•
" -Tie -ha. el
17...e Resell; was nf
great or.g.naIly I r m Springfield, Braves
During September the secondsee.o a Yankee pecht r
rr- Mass During -he sexeng training
place Pirates play 23 games in
ronzed
Amer-.can IseagLe fsr
.
'54. Resell was so./
Forbeec Field, meeting all seven
W.*.h Ed I•ps• iind to the 9'
e ve-en veer
Card.na:e and National League oppenente With
eellie Wen ilde
M.Ipeci la's r pecked 'or ..sfly with the
the success they have had so
, een •.x senrents A ':e c, s bse
.44t 'Zenker.
never acteeved far on their home grounds, Pirate
Emeween 1947 and 1933 If: come • tienneng f irrn again.
•
fans are looking ler a -miracle."
teem P.oreland our.ng the
Whatever Mime ned to Vic
'All I can say at this point
Season and prrhisetly peed Ftseetr.7 N re 39. Raechi is out
M nobody's gOing eu.....attempt
7-2 recerd the re
1 •ri • year 'if baste:el: and
peemes a re- to prove that we won't go ae
as 11
0 elelb won -re pennant. tail.liquor et re at _Genesee. N. the way.- General Manager Joe NEW YORK !UPI , e- Gaspar
• - I -I •
The
_s.
e s
Brown said.
°Mega of Mexico and Mickey
- - -Wiessasies Nom* .4aniee - - Craw&oli •- of • .Sasinsw,
The Pirates have played their ben eager fie a ober. as Virgil
best bat) at Forbes- Field this
Weh.erwreght title, are
ease& They have won 16 of "even money"
ehl betting for
- eir last 1.8 games and have a their 10-c sand nationally telese-22 overall record at home. ,
vised reiturn • bout trmsght at
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
I The high point of the home
Squeee Garden.
104 East Maple St.
.ason thus far was this week's
'
Plicate 1152
Ortega currently is the No. I
.vu-game series with the Braves
ntender
Akins' le suet.
Br
- which tge Pirates defeated Crew?* rd is ranked filth by the
se .eaguesleaders, 8-4. MendaY Nstei-nal Boxing Aeseciatien,
and
gh.l bet ,re 39.938 fens and einth by Ring magazine.
• 1--0 Tuesday night before'36,867:
Ortega weed a mutt decIsion
Manager Danny. Mut-Muth, on ever
Crawford July 11 in New
-le eve of -departing on a 19Y•rk
came rued trip, •credited h.
itening etaff err mueh of thi•
,Iiint's recent success...
-'If our pitching eurilinues ,u•
reruld win our share of gam,
n the read." Murtarugh sale
Then again. everyone has been
GREMINWISH, Conn. it •
.aying good ball and the team's Sherry _•Wbeeier, GLasgi.s. K) .
inn' has been greats"
edae "raced June Mermen. TilAttendance Up
lam k. Ore., .n. the second
Murtaugh refuses to comment round match of Ifie Nation::
- Junirir Girl's Gulf Chempien
The 17 - year - old eKeT1W,
Msrjers
star eliminated
Ste-lens, Farmington, C 0
r.
-GEORGE WITTred.c.rs
gaps
-ed
merits ire your
Tueseay: 6 and 5. in thc !
lust beerese you hcven't 0se
r;e mg- W.* a 24 - year - old round ever she 6,303-yard2 ie.
cc: r...,:,10b:e
- k:e r.ishrt 414.nd r is Pee:bins 72 Freermern
Clue
Cutlery
YOU MAY BORROW
ks a veer-an star as the Pitts- ceurse. irsh
P.ra•se continue
UP TO
their
The seeend and •h:rd r eind
00
ilecky battle • win the Nationmatch pies today eel i•
-- Lesemi.- pennarVl race.
duce f or survivors
at low cost, pay back later in
rsel in his sixth vic- foes
matches terms:low. 1
20 regular monthly installments
e, a r es- -Tuesdiy
reund is scheduled Trier
out of current income.
.
1.4 lest the Milwau- day.
•
se. 13,7!.
I10 .1 naive
I, r.g It
reeds:
FORMER NAZI FINED
1.ais
.t . • has a
BERLIN (UPI.
A W• •.
1.56 me reel 71,..n
age.
Berlin denazification court imMURRAY, KY.
was wee posed a $12.6110 fine Wednesday
If
204,S. 4th .
Phone 1 ISO
d las: steeen and cernWeriser.lemma. Afies --ewes ee
miXf"
71117
7
.rd and 2.24 %s venires! f.
Sti• as' Mit les
e
•

I

4

Easketballnive illT
L"si
odsPe
rts
ay's

Anienealve --I
- -T tt rfe-mYankees 17-6; Detscic. Red Sox
10-3; Hyde, Senators 9-3: Ford,
Ylarskees 14-5; Ditmar, Yankees
8-3; Moore, Whits Sox 8-3.

Ill

-

4 •
t

Singing

AA

BILL DAVIS
:*
.e• ga_ SPORTS EDITOR

,

Little League
All-Stars Win

4
I
New York 7 Baltimore 2
Detroit 7 Kansas City 6
• Bois. at Wrish . Mahe ppd., rain
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'1•••=•Mk..,

Yesterday's Games

,•
Les-

Waft
lot
tei
$0
)I

GB

Today's Games .

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED

•

Pct.
673
527
5.18
496
481
478
468
450

Cate:Must 12 Philedelphia 4
Chicle° 9 1,06 Angeles 3
St. Louis 7 San Franciens 3

New 2.ity Hall and G
'
a; Building .... $120,000
Sewer Plant Expansion
uq5,0oo
New School Buildings
$110,000
Planning and Zoning _Commission, wile
Professional Consultation

'

L.
47
52
33
55
58
59
59
50

Yesterday's Games
ok...,-iek 10 Mewaukise 0

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED

'
-,,

S4:".,'X'44E3*

JAMES C.

We reserve the right to re" my A. ertising. Letters to the Re
er Public Voice items whicn, In our opinion, are not lot tie
Interest ol ouz readers.

WEDNE

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

MAJOR LEAGUE
LEADERS

•

Nandinas
Above Hollies in smaller size

414-POUNDER-What Is believed to be a• local record for
blue marlin, 414 pounds, Is strung up at West Palm Beerh,
Fla. by Glenn Murray (left), Lake Worth. Fla.. carpenter,
and Capt. Kenny Lyman, boat skipper. The 11-fdta-6 giant
boated six miles off Palm Beach.
of tie Atlantic dsejs

I.

'1.00
'1.00

SHIRLEY FLORIST •
300 V.-71fh

Phone 188

•
•••

•

•
•rhe tow Iii
by one of
Asia lase, s
of the star

1:••

tx,
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PA GE TARED

LILT. CONIES, TERM
ED
SUCCESS BY ALL
_SY

1. DAVIS
EDITOR

ra

Draws Much Interest Locally:lmm
Others Give Favorable View

ictory
Unsure ruus
pitched a fivehis 1.0th' game of
the 245th of -.his
Landis paced the
tack with two hits
three runs.
' two-run seventh
won a 24-hit slugTigers over the
o Bcrtoia and Harbomered in a game$
pitchers appeared.
are being withI

rd base in a passed
ta on an error
-out games reschedy were Rome, Ga..
is-wick, N.J.; Hazeleld District, Pa., vs
[strict Pa., and Masvs the' loser
. of the
3runswick game.

second catfish this one weighing
seven pounds. It was this second
entry of McDougal's coupled with
•-• :
the extra 10 points he picked up
with a picture of his twenty
pound first-place catch that enabled him to obtain enough
points to be the overall winner
The Ledger & Times fishing crappie .caught on live bait but
of Class A.
contest closed Tuesday. August the entry did not place
in the
Mrs. Obcra Brittain was the
5th at midnight. Both the spon- contest because of the
larger
only entrant to register a, catch
groom and those who participated entries of the Wilsons.
on the 4th Of July holiday, a
I% the contest, which is held each
Mrs. Everett Massey, gra nd
one pound seven ounce Stripe.
summer by the daily paper,- prize winner of the women's
On a fishing expedition the prevBy DELOS SMITH
termed the summer event a huge division, was the first entrant in
ious day, the lady angler hooked
UPI ..-Scienc• Editor
success.
Class B with a one-half pound
.5 two pound Largemouth and a
Its wide-spread interest was Blue Gill. At the same time, she
NEW
YORK (UPI) — That
three-quarter pound Stripe. Also
manifested in the large number entered two crappies, a une
highly experienced apple - cart
over the 4th of July holiday,
of entries the contest drew and pound twelve. ounce catch
and
upsetter, Basil O'Connor, is at
J. C. Maupin submitted' a 'four
the competitive spirit which pre- a one pound eight ounce hook.
it again and it makes many a
and s pound Largemouth en ry
vailed throughout the t h re e
Just before the end of th,•
scientist (and non-scientist) ner.
that did not place in the contest
months- period. Not only was the first month of the contest. Di
vous. But all the scientific apple
because of :he larger entries
fishing contest enthusiastically James C. Hart, entered a lunk..
Carts he upset .in the past led
already received..
- ----'jleeeived its this- corinnunsty but of a Largemouth Thal-- swept in'
finally to the Salk anti-polls
Mrs. Obese Brittain broke into
The summer event drew favorable fitst place tipping the scales .1
vaccine. The question now is,
Catfish
the
division
Class
of
B
comment from tackle manufact- seven pounds and five ounces
can apple-cart upsetting lead to
with
an
even
one
pounder.
At
ures and sports enthusiasts from At thiLpoint in, the nntest 0: R.
the conquest of other diseases" the same time Mrs. Brittain
various other states in the Union. Jetfrejili catch slipped to secor,
Speaking from be h in d the
registered a two and one-quarter
Joe P. and J. C. Wilson of place and the erVry of M/Ss
scientific scene, this reporter is
pound Bass.
Lynville, Kentucky were the first Drone Shelley dropped from
telling you how this man operDaryl Stalls was the first
entrants in the contest register- competition.
ates. It is of interest because
youngster to enter his fish in
ing their catches shortly after
Mrs. Obera Brittain of I
today he embarked on vast new
the junior class. Young Stalls
the opening date in May, Joe P. East Main Street made the fir
enterprises in public health, and
entered a 14 ounce Cat, a five
weighing in a two and one-half entry in the Largemouth Bass
b_ecause Dr.Jonas E.-Salk himself
-ounce Blue -Gills a-nine -ounce
pound crappie- for first-ptare srn- Divisions of Class - 13 with a two
will tell you ggladly that O'ConLargemouth and a one pound
irrappie Caught on Live Bait pound three ounce hook. Rayburn
nor is more responsible for the
four ounce Largemouth. Stallsl„be levet„cegistraing, 2 12,1 MCDOUZal _then
Salk_ vaccine than Salk.
irked up
pound__ three. .ourice-eatelt- 4or-PouR4--G4H4or
- The way O'Connor operates
-that-C With his entries and appeared
second place in the same division, division of Class A. This was
from the conviction that a
headed for a sure win with the
Lennis• Ward of 214 Woodlawn one of two catches that enabled
RAYBURN MeDOUGAL
enterprises, large or small, mtIlt
contest nearly over.
submitted an entry on a one him to win the grand prize in
As winner of Class A of the Ledger & Times Fishing Contest, have leadership.
Real leaderstlip,
But just a few days later, Rayburn
pound ten ounce Jack Salmon the men's class.
McDougal holds a Zebco "33" Spinning Reel and a selec- not figurehead;
leadership whish
eleven
year
old
Shirrel
Massey
that was not accepted into the
tion of Bead Chain Swiveling tackle plus a sneller and lead tier. sets goals and
Armon Lee pulled the big
directs activiti
began to cast away at young Mr.
contest as there was not a divi- surprise of the contest a n d
McDougal had just been presented his prizes by the L&T toward the realization
of tho
Stall's lead. Entering a nine
sion for this fiats. The Jack knocked the props from under
Fishing Editor.
goals, and meanwhile preven
ounce Blue Gill, a- one- half
Salmon is a Z'ra ilewhat unusual Dr. James. C. Hart's seven pound
people
from
getting bogged dow
pound Stripe, a seven ounce Blue pound five ounce Bass that took winners
fetch for this area.
Me -ounce Largemouth. Lee regare shown on this page in their disagreements
and the&
Gill, a four pound Largemouth the lead in the Largemouth Divi- in
M/Sgt. Drone Shelley took the istered a monster of a Bass that
today's issue along with the special interests.
and a one and one-half pound sion of Class B. A three and grand
lead in the Largemouth Bass weighed- eight arid one-quarter
prizes they won. Of course
PARS EVERETT MASSEY AND SHIRREL
•
Largemouth in the last few days one-half pound Sass was large each of
division of the men's class with -pounds. A smaller entry by Lee,
Guided By Facts
the winners were awardof the contest, Shirrel Massey enough to place second and her ed prizes
his five pound twelve ounce. a six and one-half pound LargeAll this he endeavors to di
for
winning
various
the
Mrs. Everett Massey of South Eleventh Street is pictured with swept to victory in the Cllass C one pound seven ounce Cat esentry. M/Sgt. Shelley lost his mouth was not large enough to
divisions within their class, which with a lawyer's strict reliaadie
lead and slipped to second place place at this point in the contest her eleven year old son, Shirrel. as they had just received their Division and reeeis!ed the grand tablished itself as the leader in are not pictured.
pn rooting out the "facts" and
-grand
prizes
from
the
Ledger
prize
for
his
&
efforts.
Times
Fishing Editor. Mrs. Massey
that division. Mrs. Massey also
ten days later with the' entering although it would have been big
As is always the case, there then being guided only by those
is
the
overall
winner
of
Also
Class
near
43 (women's division) and Shirrel is
the end
the entered an eight ounce Blue were a number of entrants
of a seven pound one ounce enough to have held first place
that "facts."
contet,
Mrs. Everett M
s
se y Gill which combined with a did not receive a prize
Largemouth , caught by 0. R. during the first month of compe- winner of Class C (junior division).
Twenty years ago when he
as their
poured in the entries to establish previous one-half pound entry catches
Jeffrey of Eighteenth Street.
tition.
Were topped by the larger began his long span as president
An Airex Spinster Reel in pink finish is the prize Mrs. Massey
some new leads and to pick up gave her both first and second ones of their
S. A. Colwell of El Paso, Texas
The latter part of June. Ray- holds while son: Shirrel, displays his 21-pie
competitors. Perhaps of the National Foundation for
ce spinning outfit. Both important points. Heading the place.
egistered a two pound two ounce burn Mcpougal registered h
one of the greatest mistakes that Infantile Paralysis, he set a goat
i s anglers received additional prizes which are not shown.
list of her entries was a six
Pictures of the three class some of the contestants made which was the wiping out
of
was spending too much time polio as a crippling disease. It
was
an
and effort toward winning a
absurd and laughable
particular division. Only a spe- goal then. The most learned
cific number of points was given scientists knew just about nothing
for the top fish in each divisional about polio.
In the years since O'Connor
class regardless of its weight.
While those who won were more haS enraged many a scientist
sports can boast theonagat in the water.' In at least two selective in
F
their entries and by asking, what does that have
pleasutes to be found In lively and 'one half feet of water.lut were able to compile
the greater to do with the goal, Doctor, no
skiing — the simple technique on your skis and grab the tow number of points to win the matter how interesting
it is as
of riding atop the water on a bar. Raise the tips of the skis overall grand prize.
pure science? Or isn't there a
•
'pair of. wooden or plastic slats.
above the top of the water and
James Harmon, editor of the shorter way of getting the same
Anyone who has thrilled to the sit on the backs of hem like contest feature page, expressed results, Doctor' Or how can we
excitement of speed, to the excit- you did on the beach. Then let his appreciation to all who parti- have a vaccine for polio if we
ing combination of sun, fun and the pull of the motor raise you cipated as either an entrant or don't know whether thi polio
water, is a potential water skier. to the tsanding position. just as a sponsor.
virus is ever in the blood stream!
Once you get up on the skis and you did on the beach. It's a good
Scientists Chuckle
experience the thrill of riding idea to cradle you knees between
This reporter has seen scienDONALD
DUCK FINED
over the waves in the wage of 'our arms to add steadiness to
tists chuckling and shaking their
hands, saying: How does a lawa fast-moving beret, the sport your body when' being pulled
LONDON (UPI) — Donald yer dare to
will grow on you rapidly, and out of the water.
talk to scientists like
Do not try to pull yourself Duck was fined one pound sterl- that"
it gets a firmer hold every time
up. Just keep your arms straight ing (V 801 in court here ThursO'Connor says he has never
you learn a new maneuver.
The sport is no longer reserved and let the boat pull you. Then day for making too much noise. made a scientific decision which
for those who own or can borrow simply remember to keep your Duck, a resident of Ham, was wasn't thoroughly backed by his
a powerful speed boa t fast knees slightly flexed and your found guilty of using a car with ecientific advisors. But the scienenough to-get She skier out -of bosly_atraissht and you'IL be a defective muffler.
tists who have advised — and
over the years they number in
the wstet,and pull him it speeds proudly skiing along behind the
Determining the proper ski .. ss:s depends upon the weight of
BRINGS BACK MEMORIES
the hundreds — have all had
necessary to manuever properly. boat.
the skier. Youth skis may be as short as 4 feet 6 inches, with
On the first water start, the skier repeats the lessons learned
The layout of pictures here
to defend their advice against
The modern outboard motor has
adult skis ranging in length from 5 feet 6 inches to 6 feet 3
on the beach. With the ski tips above the top of the water,
SYLVESTE
R,
shows
Ga.
simple
the
step-by-ste
(UPI)
p
—
a lawyer's logic based upon a
wiped out the financial barrier
Inches, accomotodating skiers up to 225 pounds.
grasp the tow rope with arms extended straight out, keep the
that formerly stood .between wat- method of learning to ski on Restaurant owner Mrs. R. L. lawyer's understanding of facts
body straight, knees 'flexed and let the boat pull you out of the
Cantrell
has
water,
a
cool
a
sport
that
reply
will
bring
for
and goals.
er-skiing and the average Ameriwater.
you continual thrills for many customers who gripe about the
No person could be more
can family.
heat. She just shows them a logical —
a
boating
season
or more urbane — in
No special athletic a bilit y is ,
pan
of
snow
that
fell
last
winter, discussion or argument than
necessary to learn to water skit
0'preserv-I :rt her freezer .
r,innor
—tots from five or six years of.
age to those in their 60s -,can,
enjoy the sport. A simple 20-1
,
minute lesson will teach the,
fundamentals of. water skiing to I
slmost anyone so that he will •
be able to glide along behind a
on Concord Highway
boat at 20 to 25 miles per hour
FRANKFORT (UPI) —Fishing
SCOTT-ATWATER MOTORS
The basic equipment for water
skiing consists of a medium sized prospects around Kentucky today
BOATS - MINNOWS - FISHING
motor of 18 horsepower or more, were hampered by the weather
TACKLE
SOUVENIRS • GAS
a pair of water skis, a tow rope with jump activity expected to
OIL - FISHING LICENSE
and a life preserver_ The boat be underway soon at Herrington
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
should have a minimum of 60- Lake.
Good catches of crappie and
inch beam at the stern.
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
The selection of skis depends white bass were reported at
BOATS and MOTORS
upon the weight of the skier. Herrington with Kentucky Lake •••
listing
bluegill
as
its
best
bet
Those
weighing between 50 and
I." first lesson for the beginning sk.er is ,,it the beach. The
120 pounds should choose skis followed by black bass.
skier sits on the backs of the skis and, grasping tile tow bar
Crappie topped the offering at
5 feet 6 inches long: between
Almost on top of the water as the boat gains speed, the skier
with arms extended, is pulled up to a standing position, keeping
120-160 pounds, 5 feet 9 inch Lake Cumberland which is clear
keeps the skis together, the arms extended and the knees flexed.
the knees flexed and the body straight and braced against the
skis; and 160-225 pounds, 6 feet and falling slowly. Dale Hollow
The weight should be balanced over the skis against the pull of
ap pull.
reported crappie and white bass
3 inch skis.
the tow rope, but too much of a backward lean will result in
The habits and techniques you as its leaders with the water
sitting down .and spoiling the start,
develop on your first water ski clear and falling.
Dewey Lake reported little
lesson will be those you - retain
the longest — so let's get started fishing activity.
properly. Oddly enough, the best
place to start your first water
COME EARLY
ski lesson is on the beach.
Place your skis on the beach
SAN LEONARDO, Italy (UPI)
about 6 to 9 inches apart. Slip —Wine will flow like water
out
into the rubber ski bindings, of a new fountain in this
hamlet
pull up the heel piece and then in north Italy When it
is inI.
so on the back ends of the augurated on Sunday.
skies with your legs bent tight
But it will be only for an hour
against yobr chest.
during t h e inauguration cereThen have a rained skier and mony. After the 220
gallons of
you a tow rope and pu
you wine is used up water will flow
up to a standing position without —indefinitely.
any assistance from you. Try
And
a
this several times, remembering
LEGS ON PARADE
to keep your arms extended
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
straight out, your knees slightly
HONG KONG (UPI) — Girls
bent and your body straight. with shapely
with HUSH PUPPIES
legs will parade
You should let yourself be pulled before a panel
* ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE
of judges tonight
up In a motion similar to that for the first time
in Hong Kong's
Phone 623-J
Skin,
,iver thewaves behind the fast moving boat, the skier
of getting up evenly from a low history. The
The tow line can be fastened to the boat by a simple bridle or
contest, sponsored
now exhibits the proper skiing form, arm on the tow bar exchair,
the
of
one
commercial ski tow bars now on the market. The
by
by a motion picture. organization
tended straight, knees slightly flexed .and body straight. Heres_a_s_sgtous,_
is
inch et,
owiliter-shresItt-lsr—Wwklitrgritety tip enters
s to find the
two persons in the boat, the driver
the
drag
on
the
standard
tow rope, it "nicest" pair of legs among
the
75-foot length.
and observer.
24
is time to start your first pull contestants.
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Water Skiing Fun, Economical, Easy To Learn

$350.00 •
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Your family
will favor
our fine food
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When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food
- visit -

;e berries.
1.00
'1.00
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r Business Guild Of
Christian Church
Meets This Week

410181111r4.-e-

Lachie Landolt, Editor

Phone 1685

Tea Complimenting
Miss Sally Jones
Given Monday
_ sua__ourrip:Irnerstiog Miss
•

Mr,. Cress, Mra. Junes and
Mess Jonas wore corsages.; of
white carrintions, a gift from
the hoegesses.
-.Miss Jones was ateered in a
Salty Lugs, bride-clixet og A. Flair, Jr. Sheath model of PerB Cram, was Loma Monday riwinicle blue silk shantung from
eflerneon in the herne of Mies her trouseau.
Approximately 125 guests calJtnnye Sue Stubblefield from
3:00-530. Hoe:eases: were M'en led during the alternate.
Miss lanes and Mr. Crass will
S ubbleteki. Mrs. Walter Jones,
Mess lites.erriary Jones and be married Sunday, August 17
at the Fast Clareetian Church at
11.s. Sam Come
400 . p.m.
were greeted at the
easee lee a recetving hee at the
halgeoses, Mies Jonas, her intoner, Mrs. Waker akesese -and -MeCrane
m setter, gra. Maurice

Teerids, coffee, tiny cookies and
n:its were served from a lang
reking table overlajd. with a
white - lace cloth. Centering the
tAsie 'was large arrangements of
*bee seal:toe. Serving
a-ere
Mesees Peggy Sue Stovat and
Derma Leh Tuck.
M.es Fedialta Austin presided

AIR CIRMIITIONED

NOW!

INDS
THURSDAY

.1Irs. Charlie Elder
Given Surprise Baby
Shower fit College
Mrs Charlie. Elder sees nen:tree recently at a surprise baby
51zower &teen in the Fine Arts
Milking at Murray State Colege Hastesees were Mrs. Gerry
Reguarth and Mrs. Harold GibThe hodeeses arid Mrs. Holmes
E,414, Jr.. presented the boneeee
wens— a high obiant. Other gilts
were opened and di/Okayed
Attending the parte were
Missive. Persy Rem land, Judy
Haggett, Heaney Herternan, Beverly
Eltrantal, ,
Shelia Melton, Jane Henty and
"en Rageon.
- present were Mesdames
M ;crese.3
_e Mansfield, Hennes Ellis,
a candid connubial comedy
Jr., Fanoey Atkins. Mrs. Rider's
rap:Sher, the htertest
and- tior ree
Jose
Sending rfts but unable to
otend were Miesee ectelea Aus-.n. Arm Bilrnet•., Marra Men--cm -and Karen Deekans.
• •••
Mr. and Mrs. ViencieJ2 Hen: neck and deekiren
Mbion,
le.. were recent seturs
is
of Mr.
lam
ins seil aid 74. 0. B. Boone, Jr.
, Lynn

Ferrer
I Ike WO Cost
P

06 Lovi4t9

Beloved
blouson ...

WEDNESDA

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Wednesday, August 13
The- Wesleyan Circle of the
First
Methodist Church
will
meet in the church's soc.al hall
et 7:30 in the evening.
•• • •
Thursday, August 14
The WIVIS, of Flint Baptist
Chun& will mese at 7:00 at the
.thurch.
is' • • •
Jaycees and .their wivs will
meet at 6:00 in the evening at
the Kentucky Lake Pavilion ter
a picnic, dancing and gsrnes•
Each family is requested to
bring' enough foud for themselves. &eft drinks will be sold
'ae the teavilion.
•• * •

The Business Guild of the
Fate
Christian
Ctiursk
met
ISanday even:ng in the h me of
. gm. Maurice Craw.
Mrs. Vernon Riley gave the
program and Mrs. GatISn Clopton led in the devotional.
The
business meeting
wag
conduoted by the group president, Mrs. Crass.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames Vernon Riley, Gatlin
The Euzekan Sunday School Ciopeon, Barney Weeks. Delvin
Clam of the Fires Baptist Ctiunth Langston, B. J.VHsterrian and
mu: Monday evening at t h e her sister, Mrs. Lela Watson who
&tench Mrs. Eugene Shipley's has recently moved here from
South Sen
-Id., William Van
group was in charge.
Mm. Jack Kennedy, pres.dent Meter, Louise Dick and Howard
of the deka presided at the Sicken.
business mealtang.
Dan Shipley &owed slides of gram. &,c-teen members attended
countries in Enzone for the pee- the meeting.

The Supreme Forest Weidenan
Cirole and the Jessie litateton
Service Club will have a joint
meeting and family potluck supper at the City Park at 630 in
the evening.
••••

7141rNitir

Circle Gee of the First Meith.odist Church's WOOS will meet
at 2.30 in the afterrexin at the
socral hail of the church.
••••
tbe
Circle 11 at the WSICS
will
First
Methodist Church
meet in the social hall of the
oducatienal building at 230 pin.
:Mrs. J N. 'Waggoner and Mrs.
Julia Sharpe will be hostesses.
••••
Assembly
of
The
Murray
Raingapw for ark will meet in
the Masonic Hall at 7:30 in the
evening.

4

•

The Eva Wail Circle of the
Memorial Baptiet Churelh will
meet at 2:30 in the afternoon in
the home of Mrs. C. J. Bradley.
••••
The Gladys McElrath BWC of
the Memorial Baptist Church
veal meet in the home uf Mm.
J. H. Canter. Mrs. V. N. Allbretten will lee pr igrant leader.
• •••

•

M per vo

r
C

HOUSE TRAI

•

Pine-Sol ewe.

FPR tY THE. PICNIC AREA with a disinfectant and deodorizer to keep away flies and other uninvited insect guests.

Pieeie Peek's,
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
IN summer, It's not so much
what you eat but WHERE
you eat it that counts. There's
nothing like dining out—out
In the country, that 18--to
make even simple sandwiches
taste supreme. It's no wonder
picnics are popular all
through tile land!
Tips Irons the Experts
If you're picnic - packing,
the lob will be one-two-three
quick if you follow a few suggestions on bow to do It.
They've all been tried and
tested by experts,
att
eleriel
irt
—and who knowsht
who've submitted their shortcuts to the Homemaker's
Forum, which annually holds
PACK PLUMS in an empty
a contest and awards prizes
egg carton to avoid bruises.
to the ladies who enter the
best housekeeping tips.
Cover
with another layer of
Some elf their picnic hints
papers. Place food on top.
—learned by experience—are Cover with paper. Add anothreally helpful.
er layer of cubes, top with
more paper. The paper inWeigh It Down
For example, take the sulates and, surprisingly, 1problem of the flyaway table- keeps foodectulled.
cloth. You spread it out on Cool Ideas
She picnic table: then, before
Another cooling trick is to
you can weigh It down with
fill an empty milk container
-feed Oars and things-, along. wtth water and place It in
comes a breeze to blow it the freezer overnight. You'll
away. There you are, Juggling
have a solid block of ice to
plates and containers, trying cool your food carrier. In the
to grab four ends of the same way, you can freeze soft
tablecloth all at once.
drink cans, use them to chill
The tieing to do, of course. foods en route to the eicnic.
Is to have a special picnic By the time stolen ready to
cloth — preferably a plastic serve hem, the soft drinks
one you can sponge clean. will he defrosted but icy cold.
Ssw pockets in each corner
What's a plchic without
on the wrong side. rill them
ants? The answer to that is
with pebbles and your table "Terrifle!" so take along a
cover. will never fly away.
spray can of disinfectant and
deAdorizer. Use it around the
Bah Spillage
-picnic aim about art hour beThen_thttetgilt Which al- fore eating and epu won't be
ways Manages to shake out bothered by Insects.
In transit, coat bag, plates,
food Jere and all with the Males a List
white grains. Cover salt sh...kPicnics are fun. If you go
er holes with sticky cello- on them often, mete up a
phane tape and you've licked check list of essential supthe leakage problem.
plies, including salt, pepper,
Small Unite,such as plums, napkins, mustard, can and
arrive aka picnic sane bruises bottle opener, matches,
If you stow them away in an knives, forks, spoons. plates.
empty egg carton. Each ptem
Before you close the hamper,
will have its own cempart- look over your..list_tel.see if
merit and will come out as you've foegotten anyt ling.
perfect ate when it was leut in. It's more than a bit fruetratIf you don't have an ice
Mg to unpack 20 railee from
cooler to keep foods chilled in
home only to discover you
transit, make your own.
haste two pounes of raw
, Take a carten.Linatbottom chopped meat but no
and sides with neWspapers. matches, no flints and not a
Il the bottnin with Ice tulle!. Boy Smut in the party.

At; present Mr. GaLlimore is
'serving" with the U. S. Army
and is-e-stateerted at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds, Md. Mrs. GalIirnore is a beautician and is
employed at die KLYI 'n Ku-1
Beauty Steep in Murray.
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PERSONALS
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Carolyn Reaves, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves of
Murray, ri ecney spent a, few
days in Mayfield visiting Pam'
Pryor. who is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Pryor. The
Pryors ententained their young
houseguest with a party during
her visit.
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SALT AND 'PEPPER won't spill out in tranelt if you cover
hui4.4 in the shaker tape With strips Of cellophane tape.

are!"
Wynn

ri
the reins
"What's
killed 7"
"As if

104

000ON FLIT
FOR FLIES AND MOSQUITOES
Flit kills more flying insects than
many other so-called "all-purpose"
insecticides because it's tailor-made
for a far., sure kill!

PENOLA OIL COMPANY

Wynn

wards. Ft

OFF ON FLIT
BUG KILLER

bright ifoi

et the ma
pressed el
per?" he

*4

Flit Bug Killer bug-proofs fon
weeks, leaves an invisible Lim that.
stays deadly to bugs!

•

In handy push-button containers Or.
economical pints and quartz.

THIS COUPON WORTH

04IP

104
FLIT

WHEN YOU PURCHASE FL-it Insiin

FLIT

•
.asse'

FOR FLIES
Ake MOSQUITOES

be shown on request. Coupons are redeemable only
hurries of the brand
when presented by retail di
specified, and will he void if presented hy any anent.
Marl iririlvun to
Industrial or in;;;;;mons! liter
W.(. BMA. Irot fir,,ker
3rd & Washinittm Si.. Padiii eh. Kentucky
00er upiret Sept. JO, 1958

wain

"You g,
"Slade
"Just h,
going to I

minute."
'Tony's

"That',
Shin k:
flanks, hi

"Quick, Henry, the FLIT!"

To the Dealer: This coupon redeemable for 100 plus
74 for handltna, prattled sou and the Cll•Mmell
have complied wait the te111111 of-the offer. Coupon
void if taxed. prohibited, or restricted by law. Cash
value 1 ,20 of It. Any sales in must he paid a the
consumer. Invoices showing purchases of soffit lent
stock In coati. Coalman. presented for pas men, must
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mohair and wool cardigan

nind

Light &gait
horses so

II

The blouson beautiful ... in soft and
belky knit mohair and wool
• with cable
stitching foe special interest. Pedigreed
colors in sizes 34 to 40
9095

1 -Tropical
fruit
3- Itcfor•
3-Pale
4-Thre•banded
arcrif1111111
8.3thdrelso
5-11, ithe
forms

ANNOUNCE NEW OFFICE HOURS

Mr. and Mrs. James Witherspoon arid son, Jut Pat, returned this week from a southern
tour, and they spent some tune
in Mobil, Ala., with friends.

DOWN

If

-,7

C&Ast,g.v3-4z4

ACROSS

number
4-South
American
serpent
- EcIi
12-31an'• na
13-Foot leve
14-Fuca
15-lit it ly
17-Christian
feat In al
1st
211-Son god
32-Skin &lin
25-Also
-inatot
31-Cry of ee
32-00d5(anc;
34-1'1104S:

-MRS. iSAMMIE GALLIMORE
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert "Hub"
Erwin of the South Please:,
Grove cumenunity annisunce tile
!even: marriage of tbier dauitcr, Diane, to Mr. Sammie Gallimore of Puryear, Term., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Ga1Mmore. The stows were read en
July 25, in. grerInth; Miss. The
couple was attended by Mr. Joe
Tom 'Erwin and Mrs. L. W.
Paschall, brie:ether arid sister of
:hi bride.
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Mr.

SHOP FOR REAL VALUES
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LOOK! 10 I
storm window:
and 1 door
thielpriple Lew
ht. up to
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oink 12th S

Moriderye-Kuguist-Ti
Circle Flue of the First Methodist elhurelee WSCS will meet
at 7:30 in the evening at the'
and Mrs. Bill Cooper of
church's social hall.
Illinois are visiting Mrs. Coop••••
er's parents, Mr. and Mee H. C.
Tueaday, August 19
Corn.

of Joe Dyer. was Meowed rethe heme of Mrs. O.
cently
B. Ekatne, Jr., vodi a bridge&ewer fovea by liars. Rhone
and Mrs. Jenny Boone.
Men
The guests tx-esented
Graf a two place eet.ting of her
pottery selectien.
Attending lbe Perla
e_ r
Meedarnes Merles Warner, Rog, er eis- ers Bel Thurman. Bob
Warci Bill Terrell, Mrs. Holmes
tles
e
hostemes.
i Mew Graf and ?dr. Dyer will
married :he esedong
of
be
Augur. le at the College 'Preseesterian Churth.
••• •

I

Recent Marriage Announced

Euzelian Class
Sees Slides Of
Countries in Europe

Aliss Nancy Graf
Honoree At Bridge
arty eitsd Shower
mess Nancy Graf. bride-eleot
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LEDCER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MURRAY

uf tie Fir* Mathes WOOS will meat

he afternoon at the
! the church.

• • ••

as ger ward far ono day, minimum of 17 vs•rds fee 110o - sMir

r

•

Wait Circle of the
'aegis% Clinunda will
in She afternoon in
Mrs. C. J. Brradley.
••••
s McElrath BWC of
al Baptist Church
the home of Mrs.
r. Mrs. V. N. Alibe program leader.

• •..

SONAL5

atm. Bill Cooper of
visiting Mrs. CoopMr. and Maas H. C.

Livestock
Report

4

If the WSICS at the
will
Csisurch
xliat
social hall of the
goading at 230 pin.
Waggoner arid Mrs.
will be hostesses.
••••
of
ray
Assernbl y
Garbs will meet in
Hall at 730 in the
ir • • •

FOR SALE

1

LOOK! 10 Alum self storing
storm windows with alum screen
and 1 door installed $189. Also
thiltriple track. No down payM. up to 36 month.s to pay.
erne Comfort Company, 108
th 121h Street. Phone 1303.
I
September0C

c
a

ward toe tarns ea" 011nestbas ads are ;sayable in advarviss.

Al4C USED APPLIANCES. Oil, gas
g Wed.-Thur. Aug. 13-44 at
and elemoic, ranges and heaters. she Murray Drive-In Theatre.
Make us an offer. Kengas, Inc.,
Ifilarious!
A13C
SPEED
QUEEN
double
wall
103 N. 5th. Phone 1177.
Al3C
washing rnacthine• and ch5na cabWILL DO sewing in my home.
inet. See at 100 So. 7th Street. REGISTERED "Suffolk Rarrss" Prices
reasonable. Phone 94C1Al3C arid serviceable - age "bulls", J-3.
Al3P
pricsd risen. Beat blood. Cook
IPM••••••W
BEAGLE PUPS. Call Al Kipp. Hervford Farina, Lynnville, Ky.
Services Offered
Phone 1071-J
A14C Phone Dv. 2-2253
•
A15C
737-M-4

2 BICYCLES, expertly r000ndiBY OWNER. 2-bedroom house, tuned, one 24" and one 26".
caraport, electric heat, on North lita.son for sale. Wife can't pod -A14.P dial bast enough to keen up. Call
HOUSE TRAILER, 30 foot. Can 1811 St. Call 2097-J
Murray Drive-In. Phone 2065
and ask for Joe.
• Al5C
Answer to Y00000driv's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ezrent

12-Mair• hams
13-Foot lever
14 -Fuss
I5-Kindly
17-Christ Ian
feet I k
15-Fail in drops
21-sin god
22-Skin ailment
25-Also
J27..vhaed
21-Cry of row
32-Cuitstancy
14-Pr : not

9-Flying
mammal
10-Fruit drink
11-Click beetle
111-CyprInold
11-Girre name
3U-Geous °I
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21-flue
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When PAIN Of ilots.coon! OW STANSACK
TABLETS for quick,
comforting reliefa combination of
m•dieolly proyas
ingredieritt for foster
oct.on og cane Aga doth•, orsorralgia,
aching muscles.

504 areA
wird .-

FOR RENT1

•

1307 W. Main, Murray, Ky. Call lAsceie
1471-J.
Sept. IOC

itcYr TAMALE man will be on
at the corner of Beale dr Son
everyday. Call on him. Chester
AISP
McCu iston
a 11
grinding,
CRANKSHAFT
types of welding, general automieive and machine shop tuneup's for top performance on Sun
Analyser. Owner and personally
do the work with•guarantee.
Will Melt to your shops. Can
for appointments. Truman Turner, Coldwater. Phone Hu-92101.
Seta:. 13C

1313.

A30C

Wanted To Buy

r
it
1
This time Slim let iiiin
gi..und Wynn patte,
•.
•
feeling for nis gun. Shin saw the boo or ot
set2ed him afresh I. e
movement.
"There's another gun on Butch." Jim Ned Wheeler t ttw ..1 ,mhe said indifferently. "Take it UUtCh Kaalter flint 1i.
ing ot Slade Cot.s.hline, Pe 11 .1
You ought& have halt a dozen."
Wynn looked up at him. "What started tie row of docr.inoes tiuno.
.
want,
will you take to go back with me. ling, when all ne red
He waritisl flour to rid ii tr,
Slim?"
It
Slim rolled a smoke while he doilirs In his hands an re%
n..
thought It over. "Five thousand some vestige of pride ice; t
tram doing that.
dollars," he said finally.
CS.
Wynn swore. "I haven't got
• -.
Alone with Fiste
that kind of money and you know
Tony Millet aoro.
it."
Si- e
Slim shrugged. "I didn't think examination told htm that
you had. I won't mix with Tony would probably net be geese.semi's long. That pleased him.
Miller again for less."
"Drat it, Slim!" Wynn suddenly ' He bound the cowboy's a-ms
outreached up with one hand and and legs tigstly, then went
tfl
caught the horses reins again. side. He proceeded deliberately
tee
in
His gun came up In the other. shOot the bawling caters
corral. Then ne mounted and
"We're going back---"
ha
Slim dived out of the saddle dragged tbe carcasses out one
w'i're toe
onto him. The weight of his big one to nearby soots
•
body carried them both tumbling dry, dead iogfrola were thickest.
There seas R 1011 of Wide! (1,v
and rolling down the trail. The
rouse,
horse snorted and lunged away bonen grass. of a kind that
liom
from the thrasnIfik bodies, his didn't like, left in the 1.cqa
last summer. Enough to'soresd a
feet missing them by inches.
Wynn's head was still groggy fire and keep it gmny, until
green tim•
from the blow Static Considine dry logs and then the
burning.
he was twenty ber fringe started
Wynn reached over and grabbed had given hum, and
Tony had seen • forest fire
than the other
the reins and pulled the horse up. pounds lighter
rum pinned once when he was • boy Pe b•-ol
had
soon
Slim
man.
"What's all this? Who's been
desehtiori It left In
to the ground, where he sat on seen, too, the
lulled?"
holding him Its wake He ItrigoW non whet the
hand
big
one
him,
"As if you didn't know!"
reached for Valle Me lio would Mak oh". alter
Wynn twisted his head back- down, while the other
a fire. There would he
It away.
wards. Here the moonlight was the gun and tossed
Incriminating left. Even the Olives'
"I'm kinda particular about who
bright bOugh to show the body
bones would he dry powder Perof the man on the horse that had gives me orders, Buster," be said
sometime someone migot
haps
pressed close behind. "Butch Kas- calmly. "I'm going to tie you up
remnant .of a Yunnan bon.'
-loose-so it won't take you long find a
per?" he asked.
the cabin had stood. Mit
„where
guns
the
leave
to get tree. I'll
"You guessed it."
matter Slate Pince
woui,In't
that
you
If
you--and
for
and a horse
"Slade Considine?"
•
he suspicious when they
would
get
and
there
up
back
go
to
"Just half killed so far. Tony's want
lefirriV Slade Considir e had OW
going to finish the other half any youryelf killed-or if you want to
trrthut that
go and help Miller finish what- appenAlls1.
minute."
ter either Wynn and Slim and the
'Tony's still up at the vcga I" ever it Is he has started -that's Oitajardo boys would have to furup to you."
"That', right."
Miller an alibi for toWynn's temper flared. "Go on nish Tony
Slim kicked the horse In the
night.
flanks, hut Wynn still held the then," he said bitterly. "Get the
He poured oil from the kerosene
reins tight- The horse toaseri his devil out of here! Fast! Run like
on an armful of rags. and
lamp
beteal
your
head, and pawed impadently at a whipped cur with
drqpped them at Intervals In •
tween your legs!"
the ground.
near the fringe of trees,
Slim laughed. "I'll go after I semicircle
"What's Tony going to do?"
struck a match to the first
then
I'm
you.
trust
don't
I
up.
you
tie
Slim
said
hins"
"I didn't ask
•
one.
dryly. "I didn't much want to on my ws6, and I don't aim to
The fire would completely rut
know. That gringo jtist ain't even get stopped till I get out of the
off the canyon exit in due ttme ft
Churaderos!"
human."
1
a hundred yards from
As he stepped closer with a would start
"We've got to go hack up
move slowly
Wynn's muscles the cabin, and ivreilri
hand,
his
In
rope
"rot
suddenly.
said
for
Wynn
there,"
enough
first-slowly
at
It.
of
fight
able to ride now. I'll get on one hunched to make 'a
reerver conscious'
to
Considine
that
knowing
Then he relaxed,
war In
of the other horses."
as he still nests, to know whst fate
He made a move as If to step half sick and groggy
store for him and to be helpless
In
an
at
chance
no
stood
he
RS
lA
out of the Nadine, but Slim's Iron•
fight with the to cloilnythins about It
muscled atm held him a moment a rough-and-tumble
cowboy.
big
longer. "Not so fast' Me-I'm
"A bullet whiatled over her
slibmitted to the tying, while
heading down canyon fast. I'm
shoulder. Ills horse on* eriPMlike
him
over
washed
bitterness
lighting out for Arizona pronto! a
Ing throilgh the aspen. tiller
I've seen enough of Tony Miller a physical sickness. All he had her. hut lii, horse was spooky
a
with
thought
he
wanted,
ever
long,
time!"
long
a
me
to last
shout heading lots ard the
Wynn was silent for a long mo- save cf self-pity, was the respect
. ." rhe story continues
ment. Then he said firmly, "Let and liking of his fellow man. But fire
he didn't even have that from with high suspense tomorrow.
me down, Slim."
-

BACK TROUBLE?

I

If

OLD American money. Will pay
fair prices. Ci ntact Dwight Ball
Hollatxt Drug. Please bring cisine
Al5P
•
with yeu.

You're Weary
of Theory

CARD OF 'THANKS
I wish to express appreciation
and shanks to my friend); and
neighbors for :he any cards
arid lirsters recelved while I ',4,t8
a pasieni .at the hospital in Excelsior Stir:rigs, W.
H. L. Huniphries

The Maid was in the pantry a
panting. The actress had
PLAN BERNADOTTE STAMP
"play" in mind. The fir:stress
wanted service of a very special
CAIRO 1UP!) - The United
kind. All the above happens in
"My Man Godfrey" starring June Arab Republic government said
Allyson and David N in, show- it will .issue a ipecial stamp
Sept. 17 to mark the 10th anniaersary of the assassination of
Count Bernadottee, the United
Nationals Palestine mediator.

C 1858. F. M Barker: published hy arrangsment Infti
1's4it
Reynolds boo; distributed by King Featured Syndicate.

F

LOS ANGELES (UPI) -Sister
Mary Aquinas, flying nun from
Green Bay, Wis., has been invited by the Navy to pilot a jet
plane faster than sound. She
wants to take up the invitation
but has had to turn it down
temporarily because of her teaching schedule at Loyola University
of Los Angeles.

mArritsasEs REBUILT like
new weyricy-. allastress
Packicah Ky. Murray represenSPINET PIANO famous make, latzve Tabers Uptiolatery Shop,
SI1C
at $230 saving. Will transfer to 101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
reliable local party for balance
on small payments. Write Credit
Mgr., Joplin Piano Co., Box 784,
Paducah, Ky.
A14C
5-ROOM unfurnished house. $50
KURFEES house paint sale at mrnUh. See at 1104 Vine. Phone
Starks ilarcILdsrs„"whert park- 1333- o
Al3C
ing is no problern." 12th & PopEaSt
BUILDING
on
Main
Street
lar. Phone 1142.
TIC
now occupied by C?Lnner Imple.
•

By E.M. Barker

C1-1 A PTER 31
J Slim tie
te
ON"?
the body of Ms dead partite:
across a horse. Wynn Thomason
was soli unconscious when they
lifted him into the saddle of S11111'8
horse and Slim Striped across be• Nino rim, one arm holding mm
Light against him. Then with two
horses strung out behind, each
one's lead rope tied to Use next,
they strung out 'slowly across the
meadow and started down the
trail.
They vrere down the steepest
part of the trail, on to the bunch
pine-dotted
and
grass • covered
ridge that divided the Walking K
from the T Anchor, before Wynn
• began to come to. He gave a
deep groan, his shoulders stiffened,
and then he jerked convulsively.
Slim's arm tightened around
him. "Easy. Buster!" he advised.
"One more yank like. that and lii
let you go!''
"My head aches!" Wynn groaned. "Where axe we going?"
"Home!" fIllm's voice was bitter. "Two men have been killed
tonight on your orders-two men
a damn sight more man than you

DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispab..ned trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
ru.6..361.
N111C

$19.60 to $20.50, 350 lbs up
GIFT FOR PRESIDENT
slaughter sows $19.50 to $19.80.
ROME (UPI) - Prof. Pietro
120 to 135 lb feeder pigs $18.40 Bruno, 65, of the Pius IX Pontito $19.00.
fical School, said he sent PresiSheep: 50 Receipts light, most- dent Eisenhower a booklet writly spring lambs, active, steady to ten in Latin and praising Ameri215e higher. Bulk 85 to 90 lbs. ca's atoms-for-peace program.
choice lambs $21.80. High good4
to low choice $19.25 to $19.75,
PENSION BILL APPROVED
good $19.00, utility $17.50. Good
slaughter ewes $6.00 to $7.23,
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
utility 15.23. Medium to good House
Commerce Committee apfeeder lambs $16.00', medium proved a bill
Thursday to provide
feeders $14.70.
a 7 per cent increase in pension
benefits for 650,000 retired railNUN MAY FLY JET
road workers and 'heir survivors

NOTICE

NOT BY SUNS ALONE

LIT

PAGE FIVE

Good to choice slaughter heifers
$24.00 to 24.90, good $23.00,
standard $17.50 to .19$50. Utility
cows $15.00 to $17.40. Canner
and cutter $10.25 to $13 30. Light
utility and cutter bulls $13.75 to
$15.75. Utility and commercial
bulls $16.40 to $21.50. Good
Livestock Market report as stockers-$22.50. to $22.90. Medium
cofflpilea by the Federal State $17.75 to $21.00. Feeders scarce.
Market News Service on Tues- Calves 125. Active and fully
day, August 12, 1958.
steady. Choice to prime vealers
Cattle: 425. Receipts 20 per $30.40. Good to low choice 06.70.
cent slaughter steers, 25 per Standard $25.80. Choice slaughter
cent slaughter heifers, 30 per' calves $26.50 to $27.50, good
cent cows, 20 per cent stockers $24.75, medium $21.75 to $23.25.
and feeders. Active fully steady,
Hogs: 75. Receipts light, bulk
slaughter steers and heifers, firm, mixed weight and grade butchers,
utility and commercial cows two per cent butchers. Feeder
steady. Stockers and feeders fully pigs active, fully steady on U.S.
steady. Bulls 50e higher. Good 1, 2, and 3 barrows and gilts,
lot of low choice, slaughter steers slaughter sows 50c higher. Bulk
weighing 1000 lbs. $25.00. The US, No, 1, 2, and 3 barrows and
bulg of good -and choice slaughter gilts 190 to 230 lbs. $22.50. 235
steers 660 to 850 lbs. $25.00 to to 275 1.b. $22.00, 280 up $21.50,
$232.5, few standard $18.00 to medium 160 to 185 lbs. $20.50,
$21.75, utility $16.50 to $17.75. 350 lbs. down slaughter sows

NAMED AFTER CHANNUAI,T
LAKE CHARLES, La. (UPI)The Lake Charles Air Force
Base 'Pia. renamed Tuesday In
honor of the late Lt. Gen, Claire
Channaule wartime leader of the
Flying Tigers, who died last
week.

and
Want Results
TRY CHIROPRACTIC
...Nature's Way to
Normal Function and
NATURAL HEALTH
-

-

See

DR. E. Li.()AKLEY
CHIROPRACTOR
SUBMARINE CROSSES NORTH PCKE UNDER ICE:The US. atomic submarine Nautilus(top), charting a new "Northwest Paasage" through an icy
deep sea valley, has completed man's first voyage under the North Pole. Cruising more than
400 feet beneath the huge Arctic ice cap, the
submarine passed .directly under the Pole at
. 11:15 A.M.(EDT) on August 3 to realize a dream
of the ages and accomplish "the most remarkable
job of navigation ever done." At bottom, left, is
Comdr. William R. Anderson, 37, of Bakerville,

Aurora, Ky,

Tenn., skipper of the nuclear-powered subtela•
rine. He is shown signing a letter while cruising
below the "Pole." After receiving the Legion of
Merit from President Eisenhower at a special
White House ceremony, Anderson went straight
to the Navy Building to pay his personal respects
to Rear Adm,Hyman G. Rickover(bottom, right),
the man largely responsible for construction of
the world's first nuclear-powered submarine. The
latter was not invited to the Washington ceremony, honoring the Nautilus' transpolar voyage.
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Fine Year
For Cock
Roaches

s First

By ,DELOS SMITH
UPI Science Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) -Entomologists-insect scientists-are finding this an exceptionally, fine
for cockroaches (from the
-cekrorrrh vie•atpoint), to distress
fi.:r her ihe meticulous housevlfe. One e ttomoligst has dis• .vered the
ha vc a -build-in
:he mical defense which often
7iresenes :hem from harm.
Dr. T. Eisener cf Cornell Unitiersity, Ithaca. N.Y., found out
why-cockroaches have a pair of
glands a:unyside theeir throats
which manufacture a chemical
compound That is related to coffee, quinine, and many. another
substance common in nature Science has :ting wondered why.
Leespaussid_.flpraaesct_ .
To get the answer. Eisner put
Likr,aches on paper wh:ch had
been made sensitive, chemically, ,
to this compooncl. When the
mpsond war
creted by he
in -iek. the contact turned the
ea-•er h'itish-black. Eisner then
I .•2! hem and found they did
:e h2r. merely secrete it..
,
el it, as a person
chck-- .

Bomarc guided
MID ROM A THOUSAND 'SULU AWAY-Hers is the setup as the U. S. Air Force
Kingston. N. Y.. about a
DANA, was fired from Cape CakayaraL rla, by remota contriA from
thousand Mikis away. Top left: Test cents: at Kingston. where the computing was done to make
the taNalls reach its drug., target, and stare the firing button was pressed_ Middle left: Lightboom traddrig statics, with trackers getting set on balcony. Lower left: Burnam is launched at
Caps Canaveral through open roof of hangar. Right: Clossup or Boman missile as It is launched.

TOKYO GETTING giGGER

EACH TO HIS OWN

TOKYO (CPI) - The population of Tokyo, regarded as one
St the world's biggest metroplitan
press rose to 8.T97.035 as of
July 1. an increase . of 210,364
over the past year. the Tokyo
Statistics Bureau reported.

LONDON (UPII - Asked why
he slept on a bed of newspapers
surrounded by 000 empty!. milk
bottles in a rooming house. Ronald Baker 23. told a magistrate
Wednesday"I fancied it."

MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main St.

Talepboae 130
'YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO.'

WIDOW GETS ESTATE
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - The
bulk of the stale of the late
film .executive. Harrv M. Warner.
was left to his widow, Mrs. Rea
E • Warner. under his will filed
ro
.r probate Thursday in Superior
court. Warner died July 26.
BUILDING BIG DAN
TAIPEI. Formosa (L'Pl) -Nationahst China 'has started construction of the Far East's highest dam at Shihrnan in northern
Formosa after two years of pre
paratory work. The 410-foot arch
dam is scheduled for completion
in 1961

1•,.:: .hey sprayed only whtn
n
larb
them or pulled one of their legs
or otherwise dis:urbed them. That
indicated the spraying was intended to be defensive through
not particularly against people.
So Eisnet constructed an
arena" in a laboratory dish
lined with the paper, and in
it pitted cockroaches against insects which eat them - the ant.
the spraying mantis, the spider
and the carabid beetle.
Enemies Repelled
,
Ants a n d beetles "attacked
readily." Eisner -reported to the
American' Association to r the
Advancement of Science. They
rushed right up to the cockroaches and grabbed on. Instantly the paper all around was
stained blue.- black. T b e eye
couldn't see the spraying, but
it was happening. And instantly
the ants and the beetles retreated. "before they had inflicted noticeable injury."
And as they retreated, their
bodies were in contortions from
partial paralysis. They recovered
quickly. But they had had
enough. The spiders. also. wert,
repelled, but only by 'mail.
cockroaches.
This may explain why
Is 3 fine year for cockroaeThey've "learned"-many tt , •
of them - to deal success!.
within their body chemistry tt
the insectitices which used
devastate their populations. s
ence is working on new inse,
cides to give Them 'heir cot,
uppance

I

BAD ALL THE WAY
CHICAGO (UPI) - Charles
Daley encountered double-trouble
when he tried to hold up a
cashier Wednesday.
- When he pulled a gun•on Mrs.
iirolta Castel. she responded by
pointing one back at him, whereupon Daley leaped through
window - and was promptly
nabbed by
passing patrolman.

MEN'S
MEN'S SUMMER

UMMER SUIT

PANTS SALE

SALE.

Down by the old mill stream,
..... industry began.
From its modest beginnings on peaceful mill streams,
American industry has grown vastly in size, scope and
complexity. Playing an essential part in this expansion,
American banking has been ever-elert to keep its services
geared to the quickening tempo and multiplying needs
of the industrial and business world. This bank, today
as always, provides effecient financial services to the
growing enterprises of this community.
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Juniol

Reg. $ 3.98
Sale $1.99
Reg._$4.98_ - Sale MAfit
Reg. "5.9&.Sale
Reg. 6.98
Sale $3.49
Reg. $ 7.98
Sale 13.99
Reg. $ 8.98
Sale 14.49
Reg. $ 9.98
Sale '4.98
Reg. $10.98
Sale 15.49

Reg. 124.95 Now Only
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Reg. 134.95 Suit
NOW ONLY

$17.48

BOY'S

Reg. 139.95 Value

LEISURE PANTS

$19.98
$22,50

Reg. '2.49 - /
1
2 Price

$1.25

Reg. 145.00 Suits

ON SALE

ONE TABLE CHILDREN'S
Reg.'49.95 For Only

-

CANVAS SLIPONS

$24.98

and

CANVAS OXFORDS
SALE ON BOY'S

Sizes 81

DRESS PANTS
1
/
2

PRICE

Reg. $2.98
Reg. $3.98
Reg. $4.98

Oxfords, Straps & Pumps
values to $500 Sale $1.00

to 3

- Reg. 1 1.98 -

1.00

Sale '1.49
Sale '1.99
Sale '2.49

One Table Children's

Planning..
(Continued from Front Pape)
conform to the regulations. _
Other members of the Commission irschrdir - Vern-07 Kyle,
, vice-chairman, A. W. Simmons,
Ed F. Settle, councilman Frank
Lancaster, Mayor Holmes Ellis,
and H. J. Bryant, Secretary.

Loca

United

CHANGE COMES HARD
NEW CITY, N.Y. (UPI) Assic ant Postmaster William
Madlener believes it's about time
tltts IOW!? changed
-'
He said 200 letters destined
for New York City reached New
City each day, while twice that
number reached New York in-.
stead of New City.

L0(

Ladies' Summer

_

Sandals & Canvas Slip-Ons
reg.$198& $298 val.

test E
Welcor
Peace]

LADIES' SUMMER

FLATS SANDALS
AND

Values To 55 98

$2.00

Ladies' Summer

Ladies' Summer

DRESS SHOES

DRESS SHOES

and

SANDALS
Values to
$6.98 & '7.98 $3•
00

GONDON (
Europe today
Eisenhower's
realistic appro
the chronic em
cal problems
Middle East.
Official Brit
plan had the
of the gove.
(Continued

And

SANDALS
Reg. 18.98 to '11.98

Sale $400

Final Summer Shoe Clearance on Broken Sizes and Lots at Belk-Settle

2/
1
2% Interest on Savings Accounts
04

BANK Of MURRAY
MEMBER

Jose Ferrer and Gena Rowlands
as the happily married young
couple in the comedy drama.
"The High Ott of' Loving," now
showing at the air-conditioned
Varsity Theatre,

F.D.I.C.

'

srfrdil.

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

(

Sou'litkeiat I
gloucty, warm
%night and F
•, ' gBg)t chance
' • High today 88
' 70 to 75 Ilug
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